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Islani fires writs 

in fiarley wrangS© 
Island Records is suing 1 10 have breached Island's copy- ownership of the rights. "We Pickwick International, Music ^ right with 10 Cat Stevens are just a piggy in the middle Collection International and tracks on its low-price Wild in this. These are not our Tring International over World CD. In the same writ tracks; we have licensed them alleged breaches of copyright Island claims a company called from a third party in good involving Bob Marley record- ~ ' ' aJsBi Long Island Music — regis- faith," he says, ings. '■% tered at the same address in An MCI spokesman says, The writs are the first volley London's Berners Street as "We have commenced discus- fired by the label in an intema- Tring — knowingly infringed sion with Island and our licen- tional campaign to protect its its copyright by licensing, sor, who is a well-known catalogue. Island expects to Marley: rights dispute copying and importing the source of repertoire, in an initiate eight further actions in releases into the UK. attempt to resolve this matter." foreign territories over the The writs claim Pickwick Island confirms it has issued Solicitor Nigel Davies of next few days. used three tracks on unnamed three writs but refuses to com- Simon Olswang & Co, repre- In the writs, issued on product, MCI one track on the ment further on the cases. senting both Tring and Long November 20, Island claims four-CD set Stir It Up and Pickwick UK chairman Ivor Island, insists the companies that the labels have knowingly Tring three tracks on the Schlosberg says he is disap- have valid licences for the infringed its copyright on a Trenchtown Rock CD and the pointed at Island's action but tracks in question. "I am number of Marley tracks from budget Bob Marley Collection. that the tracks will be with- instructed to defend the claim the early Seventies. In addition, Tring is alleged drawn if the label can prove vigorously," he says. 

CIVIDCn ££.03 
Philips loses 
classics iahel 
chief Collins PolyGram Classics divisional director Peter Russell has taken temporary control of the Philips UK classical label fol- lowing the sudden departure of its director Isabel Collins last 

The company issued a brief statement confirming Collins' departure but giving no rea- sons. However, company insid- ers say there has been friction between Collins and senior executives in the UK and at the label's Dutch headquar- ters. Collins has held the post for around two years. Russell, who was unavail- able for comment, will take over the day-to-day running of the label until a successor is appointed. At the end of last week he was planning Philips' campaigns for 1993. Philips has the smallest budget and market share of PolyGram's three classical labels. 

Shop fury at radio jibe 
One of the first radio stations The presenter said: "Now legal action on the basis that to carry ads for Kingfisher's you don't have to go out into the comment reflected badly new Fastrack direct marketing the High Street and suffer on his own business, situated service has been rapped by the those strange people in those in Christchurch High Street. Radio Authority for unfair pro- strange shops." The Fastrack 0800 music motion. In a letter to Brewer, Radio service, launched by retail The censure follows a com- Authority advertising regula- giant Kingfisher as a trial last plaint from Bournemouth tions officer Yvonne Kintoff month, was presented to radio retailer Nigel Brewer of Trax confirmed that presenters stations on the basis that they Records about a comment should not have referred to or could promote it as a listener made by a 2CR FM presenter endorsed the service on air. service incorporating then- after an ad for the service. Brewer is now considering own branding. 

He's here! 

L^uietouie 
His new single "the thought of it" 

^ On 7" Cassette, CD, and 12" with free poster. 
=rr YZ724/TW/CD/C 

Labour in anti-piracy call 
Music Week's illicit trade in pirate cassettes. piracy and action to stamp it anti-piracy cam- Praising the Let's Stamp out is one of the most impor- I N paign is winning Out Piracy campaign, Griffiths tant things we could do for the growing parlia- says, "I have had a number of UK music industry, nientary support meetings with trading Stan- "It is contrary to British law including official dards officers to discuss and we should also be persuad- backing from the Labour Party, piracy." ing other countries where their Opposition consumer affairs The new all-party parlia- laws are inadequate," he adds, spokesman Nigel Griffiths last mentary Friends Of Music Last week the group was week urged Trade and Group has also given its unani- given a general presentation HJ Industry Secretary Michael mous support to the campaign, by the BPI at London's Abbey Ml Heseltine to take effective Group founder MP Geoff Road Studios. £5 action in the fight against the Hoon says, "We are all against • Piracy raid, see page 3 
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Next week sees the UK launch of a revolutionary new music system - MIniDisc. 
Designed to be truly portable, the players and the entire first release of pre-recorded 

MATERIAL WILL BE IN THE HIGH STREET SUPPORTED BY A MAJOR CONSUMER PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN. 
Be ready for the revolution. 

MiniDisc ■ QUICK RANDOM ACCESS ■ OPTICAL DISC DURABILITY ■ UP TO 74 MINUTES OF MUSIC ■ SHOCK-RESISTANT OPERATION ■ GREAT DIGITAL SOUND ■ RECORD/PLAYBACK FACILITY H JEXT DISPLAY 
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NEWS DESK: 071 921 5990 NEWS 

Bombs scare off music buf ers 

COMMENT 

Last week's terrorist bomb blasts in London and Man- chester have left music retail- ers fearing the prospect of empty city centres in the run- up to Christmas. The two explosions in Man- chester last Thursday robbed all three HMV stores in Mar- ket Street of trade on a shop- ping day when they would usually have stayed open until 

9pm. The nearby Our Price store also shut down as the city centre was cordoned off. Simon Douglas, manager of HMV's Manchester superstore, was left expecting a quiet weekend as the city recovered from the blasts. "It will take some time before people feel confident enough to come back," he says. "Things were just starting to 

get very busy in the store." Subsequent bomb scares in Warrington and Preston heightened fears of a terror campaign spreading to town centres throughout the North West. Philip Ames of Preston- based indie chain 4-Play says, "All the hoaxes and copycat calls just make it worse. Peo- ple are scared of coming to 

bombers' intention." A bomb scare in London's Tottenham Court Road earlier last week did not affect the nearby Our Price store. And I Our Price Music claims store in Manchester's Picca- dilly benefited from e: trade last Thursday as it just outside the area cordc off by police. 

Dabin: 'good result' 
APU scores 
another hit 

The BPI's Anti- piracy Unit suc- [ m Cessfully raided ' another pirate tape production fac- tory last week, bringing the total number of raids this year to a record 12. The APU hit premises in Nottingham and Mansfield fol- lowing months of investigation conducted with Nottingham- shire County Council's Trading Standards Department. Nine high-speed duplicating machines, 600 master tapes and 50,000 sets of artwork were seized from a private house in Mansfield. The raid on an industrial storage unit in Nottingham yielded 11,000 finished tapes. Tapes were also seized dur- ing raids on two other private residences, one of them occu- pied by a distributor. BPI anti-piracy co-ordinator ~ s,'This is a real- It for i :. We a: delighted to have carried successful actions against so many factories this year." Meanwhile at a meeting last week, the BPI council dis- cussed the possibility of mak- ing the APU an all-industry body, funded by publishers and retailers as well as record eom- 
The proposal will now be informally suggested to other industry organisations. •Two men have been arrested in Northern Ireland and charged with conspiracy to defraud and other offences under the province's Forgery and Counterfeiting Act. The arrests, at the end of Nov- ember follow recent anti-pira- cy investigations by the Royal Ulster Constabulary's C13 

Pepe pulls out 

of Chart Show 

The jeans manufacturer has decided not to renew the deal, which runs out at the end of the year after 13 months, in order to develop a pan- European marketing strategy. Yorkshire Television spon- sorship manager Andrew McCall, who is leading the search for a new backer, says he hopes to conclude a deal by the end of the year. The show will still broadcast into the New Year even if a deal has not been closed, he adds. Meanwhile Chart Show producer Keith 

Macmillan 
Macmillan still has to reach an agreement with record indus- try rights body VPL before he can seal a contract with ITV for a new series. The VPL board is due to discuss both a new tariff for The Chart Show and a blanket rate for other music programmes produced 

by the new ITV companies at a meeting today (Monday). Macmillan and The Inde- pendent Television Association have both threatened to refer VPL to the Copyright Tribunal to allow them to keep broad- casting while talks continue. Though all the ITV compa- nies' licences are due to expire at the end of the month, ITVA legal adviser Kathryn Fulton says she is still awaiting a VPL response to her request for a new tariff. •Carlton Television has com- missioned a 60-minute weekly live music show from Japanese company Fujisankei. The Beat will be broadcast on Tuesdays from January 5 at 12.30am, repeated every Wednesday. 

Arista acts wrestle 

for Christmas No. 1 
Despite the closest race for the Christmas number one slot for years, Arista is confident of topping the chart in the big- gest sales week of the year. The biggest threat to its cur- rent resident Whitney Hou- ston's I Will Always Love You looks likely to be the World Wrestling Federation's Slam Jam (also on Arista), expected to enter the top five today (Monday). Houston's appearances on Top Of The Pops, The Chart Show and Des O'Connor this week should keep her at the top for another week, after which it is simply a matter of staying power, says Arista. But with the WWF due at least one television appear- ance a day for the next week, it will prove a close run contest. Arista managing director Diana Graham says she is con- fident Houston will hold the top slot; the single had already 

topped 450,000 sales last Wednesday. Our Price head of buying Steve Gallant and HMV buy- ing manager Nick Turnbull both confirm the contest is still tight. Turnbull says, "My own choice would be Whitney, but someone else here might say something different." Indeed Graham Sharp of bookmaker William Hill has named Freddie Mercury as his favourite at 15-8, followed by WWF on 7-2, Houston and Michael Jackson at 4-1 and Rod Stewart at 6-1. Ladbrokes, following Will- iam Hill's initiative in running its own book for the first time this year, is offering 5-2 for Houston and Michael Jackson as joint favourites. Freddie Mercury is third favourite at 3- 1, Rod Stewart at 4-1 and the World Wrestling Federation at 5-1. Cliff Richard. U2 and Di- ana Ross are behind on 16-1. 

Two axed as 
iSCAohief 
ends reslioffSe MCA general manager for marketing Joe Cokell has com- pleted his restructuring of the label's marketing division sev- en months after arriving. John Murphy, formerly of Liverpool independent promo- tions company Dry Communi- cations, last week joined MCA as a product manager. Two other product managers — Louise Royston and Kathy Busby — have been made redundant. Cokell says he is also set to appoint one more person for the press office early in the New Year. The changes follow cutbacks in July in which five marketing and promotions staff — includ- ing the heads of both depart- ments — were laid off. Cokell says, "We decided we needed to make a few changes to slim down the company. This is the final part of the rejig." There will be no more redun- dancies, he adds. 

The hype about computer games has reached extraordinary levels over recent weeks. And most of us in the music business have tended to see the rise of Sonic and Mario as nothing but a negative. But as our feature on pages 24 and 25 points out, the development of CD- based games with decent sound and graphics offers the music business an unprecedented opportunity for growth. In part that opportunity lies in the integration of music with games, as in the promised Mega CD Make Your Own Pop Promo game. Most important of all, however, may be the contribution the games market could make to increasing CD penetration. Whereas at the high point of vinyl more than 85% of homes had access to record players, even the most optimistic estimates of CD penetration suggest no more than 40% of homes have access to a player 10 years after its launch. The music industry has effectively seen the universe of potential buyers for its most important format halved. If the games boom helps increase that universe, it has to be a good thing. 
Try telling Arista that the single is dead. For not content with sales of 690,000 for Snap's Rhythm Is A Dancer, it has now shipped over 500,000 units of Whitney Houston's I Will Always Love You, and has high hopes of a Xmas number one. It is a great achievement, and shows once more that when the product is right the public is ready to stick its hands in its pockets. 
Thank you to all those who have rung and written to support our campaign against piracy. The news that even MPs are beginning to take the issue seriously is a great boost to the industry's hopes of finally crushing the pirates. 
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IliP buys missic outlet 
International Music publisher opened up to printed n 
cations has bought the Rose a small which currently only occupies 

It seems to have been dragging on forever, but still the Great Format Debate continues. Some argue we should do away with complex origami-inspired sleeves or even do away with picture bags completely. That would be a mistake. I believe we shouldn't fetter the creativity of record company marketing departments. This is an exciting business (or should be) and we need imaginative packaging to compete with hedgehogs and wrestlers for the leisure pound. The thorniest problem of all is how many formats we should actually allow. The sad truth is that this is insoluble - the reality is that the market is in such a state of flux that we have 
Not so long ago seven inch, 12 inch, cassette and CD were almost equal in overall chart sales. Now the CD and cassette are growing but the vinyl single isn't dead yet. The problem that Bard faces is that its members all want fewer formats, but no one can agree which to lose. The independents still want 12 inch vinyl for dance and metal acts particularly; and you can't tell me that Woolworths would approve of any move to remove the seven 
It would be a very brave record company this Christmas which thought it could have a Top 10 single without vinyl. On the other hand, cassette single sales are increasing, but will they start to die with the cassette itself? Next year we will see the first non-vinyl crossover hit when someone is brave enough to point out to the public that a disposable short format is cassette or nothing. I believe that we should keep four formats, but that within 12 months they could well be two-track and four-track tapes and CDs. We need both to satisfy all age groups and value expectations in the singles market. 

he says IMP is not look- ing for a battle with Music Sales. "We wanted a prestigious place like this where we can test out new products and for- mats," he says. "Unlike record con 

Morris Music Store London's Tin Pan Alley. The purchase of the site from instrument manufactur- er Korg UK brings IMP into direct competition with rival Music Sales, which has an out- let in nearby Frith Street. IMP managing director Ron Fry says the whole ground and can't spend fortunes on pai floor as well as another level of advertising. Having the Rose Morris shop may be outlet means we can 

 products much more easily." Over the past four years IMP has worked closely with the Rose Morris store, which 

of Bond Street. The move to buy the shop follows EMI's decision earlier in the year to pull out of IMP - on't get support from radio previously a joint vc 

Warner to offer 

cut-price titles 
Warner Music Europe is to launch its first comprehensive range of titles at low prices fol- lowing the conclusion of a pan- European distribution deal with the Pickwick Group. Under the deal, the distribu- tor, which has built its reputa- tion with budget and mid-price product, will handle 100 Warner titles across Europe annually. The CD and cas- sette-only titles will be manu- factured at Warner's Alsdorf plant in Germany but shipped out by Pickwick. They will appear on a newly-designed Warner imprint. Up to 70% of the material will be new compilations com- piled and packaged by Warner in conjunction with Pickwick. The remainder will be straight reissues of niche collectors' albums. Among the artists whose work appears in the first batch due out in January 

V Schlosberg: impor 
are Van Morrison, Chris Rea and Alice Cooper. The deal - the first Pickwick has struck with a major on a pan-European basis - fits in with the distributor's avowed aim to build up its European business. The company already licens- es material for its UK budget ranges from Sony, MCA, BMG, Virgin and PolyGram, though its deal with PolyGram will not be renewed when it expires in 

March as PolyGram intends to exploit its catalogue in-house. Pickwick chairman Ivor Schlosberg says the deal is especially important as Warner is the only major not to have previously opened up its catalogue for significant exploitation at budget price. "They decided their business is very much to create new repertoire and look after cur- rent artists so they should find a specialist (distributor) strong in non-traditional retail out- lets," he says. He adds that the deal demonstrates the commitment of Pickwick's owner, Carlton Commurncations, to the com- pany s budget music division as well as its video distribution activities. He is currently try- ing to persuade some of the other majors with whom Pickwick has deals to extend these deals across Europe. 

Judas Priest singer RohHalfbrd is set to clash with Sony Music Entertainment in the High Court at the end of next year in his attempt to break his contract. Halfordsued the company in October on the grounds that the contract, dating back to 1984, amounts to restraint of trade. Last week the High Court granted a speedy trial, though the case will not come to court until next November at the earliest. The action means that Sony 
two fronts. George Michael's writ against the company, in which he too claims similar restraint of trade under UK and European law, is also to be 

heard at the end of next year. Halford is understood to have sued the company after it was unwilling to support his .new hand Fjght. He is said to have been happy to keep recording for Sony with Judas Priest if he could continue with the new band; it was when this proved impossible that he left the band and then sought to leave the company. ; Although Halford's case bears many similarities to Michael's, it differs in that the heavy metal singer has not renegotiated his contract since 1984, Michael, who is arguing that a more fundamental rift has developed between himself 

md Sony, resulting in a stifling of his creative abilities, has renegotiated on three occa- sions since signing his solo contract in 1986, If Halford's suit goes to trial and he wins it is likely to cre- ate an important precedent for the duration of contracts rather than details such as the division of royalties. Halford's solicitor Andrew Thompson of Lee & Thompson says, "Having taken advice Rob is appalled at the provi- 
"It runs for eight albums on what he regards as very unfair is that at otto; 

Andy Macdonald: low sales 
Five staff go 
at Go! Discs 

Managing director Andy Macdonald says the redundan- cies were prompted by disap- pointingly low sales of recent releases. The company's most recent album, Madness's Madstock, has steadily slipped down the chart since entering last month at 22. "We reluctantly decided this is the way forward even though it means letting some good people go. It would be a fool who s d the n ill just go away," he says. He adds that the decision to make the cuts in the compa- ny's marketing and interna- tional departments was not influenced by PolyGram, which owns a 49% stake in the label. Not included among those made redundant is Mike Heneghan, appointed as gen- eral manager last month. Macdonald says Go! Discs will release new albums by Paul Weller and The Beautiful South early next year. The company's biggest suc- cess of this year came with its 0898 album by The Beautiful South, which entered the chart at number four last April. 
Rode magazine 
widens ambit 

i such as EMF and the Inspiral Carpets when it relaunches as MF later this month. The title, originally launched as a fanzine in 1983, last appeared in June. Editor Malcolm Dome says that, in the intervening six months, he and his team have built up a consortium also including a printer, designer, repro house and distributor to ensure the title's regular publication. MF, which will have a cover price of £2.50, is to have an ini- tial print run of 65,000. Meanwhile HHL Publishing has suspended publication of Rock Power, the pan-European title originally launched as a monthly in 1991 by Maxwell Consumer Magazines, just six months after turning it fort- nightly, 
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1 NEWSFILE 

PrilijissrdlFPI sign 

deal to beat piracy 

Manager Gareth Evans' application for a quick preliminary hearing in his case against The Stone Roses, which includes a claim for £120,000 plus compensation, has been adjourned. The group is continuing to record its new Geffen album due for release in the first half of 1993. 
Therapy are to give away free international record industry every LHJU tape under body the IFPI and Philips European law. Electronics have reached an The IFPI will keep a register historic agreement to launch a of all the codes, ioint fight against the piracy of CD plants will also be urged compact discs and Digital to adopt the codes, which can Compact Cassettes. be engraved on mastering and Philips and the IFPI agreed moulding equipment so they last Wednesday to pioneer a are imprinted on the rim and worldwide encoding system the inner margin of every disc, which will enable record com- However, Philips and the IFPI panies to trace the manufac- will not legally be able to force turing source of DCC and CD companies to adopt the system 

mate business or the pirate business? It would be very risky to go completely pirate." Garnett admits pirates could try to beat the system by faking the original pressing company's code on the moulds for specific albums, but it is hoped that costs will prove prohibitive. Garnett says the IFPI is also in discussions with Sony over a similar system covering MiniDisc. A deal should be sealed early in the new year. Warner Music International began using its own marking 1 system two months ago to beat the pirates, by imprinting the "W" logo onto every CD jewel 

copies of a limited edition single to the first 500 people arriving at their two Irish gigs on December 20 and 21. It features versions of U2's With Or Without You and The Undertones' Teenage Kicks. 
Minder Music has secured a high court injunction preventing Lonnie Simmons, Tempco Publishers and Total Experience Music Publishing from claiming ownership of the Tempco catalogue, which includes songs such as the Gap Band's Outstanding and Yarborough & People's Don't Stop The Music. 
London's Capital Radio is sponsoring the radio showcase Capital Expo '93 organised by the Business Design Centre in Islington, London, on August 1-15. The show will host a new bands competition as well as focusing on new technology. 
The Tyneside-based Metro Radio Group raised turnover by 18% to £15.15m for the year to September 30, reporting a 10% increase in pre-tax profits to £1.86m. 
Tape To Tape is opening an audio post production facility in Manchester in January at Level 1, Empress Buildings, Chester Road, Manchester M16 9EA, Phone; 061-877 6877; fax: 061-877 5580. Studio managers are Tracey Johnson and Pat Grant. 
Independent soul label About Time Records has sealed a sales, marketing and distribution deal with Intoto/BMG. The first release under the deal is soul veteran Willie Clayton's Open The Door. 

Every company using IFPI director general Nik Philips' DCC patent to dupli- Garnett says, "With CD, we cate or master will be assigned came along too late to get the a registration code number system written into the stan- which must be automatically dard. So it is going to be a recorded on the digital track of question of encouraging our 

Garnett: piracy would be risky 
plants adopt the system. "Plants will have to make a decision; are they in the legiti- 

Stars line y 
in tribute to 
iiotown stc 
Chaka Khan, Ramsey 1 and A1 Jarreau are amor artists set to appear ii Marvin Gaye tribute cc for Aids charities to be s on the opening night of IV in January. Nona Gaye, daughter i Motown singer, is alread; firmed to appear alongs backing band compi James Gadson, Chuck Ri David T Walker and £ Burke. Yorkshire Television is ing the event, which is co-produced by Midem French pay television s< Canal Plus. ® Management consul firm Deloitte Touche Tohr International is to sp Midem's entire conferene gramme. Midem runs January 24-28. 

EM forms studio group 
a v EMI Music is reorganising its Knee says EMI doubled its Barbara Jeffries, managing 3" studio, post-production and share of the studio market to director of the Virgin Music mobile facilities into a newly- 20% with the acquisition of Studios operation, is to leave Lewis launched UK Studios Group Virgin's Manor, Townhouse at the end of March as part of ig the following the acquisition of and Olympic Studios facilities. the restructuring, a the Virgin Music earlier in May. "We needed some sort of Martin Benge, currently mcert EMI Music Operations man- structure and a concerted head of Australia's Studios taged aging director Peter Knee will strategy to maximise our 301, will join at the same time tidem oversee the group's business strength," he says. "We now as director of operations to with Abbey Road studio man- have probably the best range oversee the integration of of the ager Ken Townsend, who has of facilities of any studio group Virgin's facilities into the V con- been appointed as chairman. in the world." group. 

Koch to offer next-day deliwery 
film- Koch International has opened straight from its West London time-critical material," he being a UK distribution warehouse site, which will receive deliver- says, citing releases such as and so it can offer next-day deliv- ies from Germany twice a week, the Andrew Lloyd Webber •rvice ery to dealers. Klemens Kundratitz, manag- Essentials and Royal Gala Since its launch in 1989, the ing director of the UK company, Concert albums as examples, tancy UK division of the classical says the decision to open the The new 300sq metre site natsu and jazz specialist has shipped new warehouse was brought has 5,000 lines and contains onsor product from its central about partly by a change in the around 75,000 units, e pro- Austrian site, promising retail- nature of the product. The company is considering from ers delivery within three days. "As we get more and more launching a similar regional Now material will be shipped mainstream we supply more warehouse in Holland. 

-   

PALAIS DES FESTIVALS • CANNES • FRANCE • 24™ -28th JANUARY 1993 
It's still not too late to attend and book advertising in the daily news 

CALL PETER RHODES TODAY ON 071 528 0086 AND BECOME PART OF A SUCCESS STORY INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION ORGANISATION, METROPOLIS HOUSE, 22 PERCY STREET, LONDON W1P 9FF. TEL; 071 528 0086. FAX; 071 895 0949. 
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LETTERS 

Sf it works, leave 

Rad^o One alone 
Why does everybody look down their noses at one of Britain's most successful industries? Why, for years, has the music industry had to suffer at the hands of fools? The latest per- son to make a swipe at our industry is John Birt. His idea that people should be given more educational pro- grammes, because we now have a chain of competing ILR sta- tions providing more popular entertainment, is naive. It is obvious that the ILR stations are trying to entertain an older audience in order to attract more advertising. It won't be long until we have ILR stations saying they cannot broadcast certain mate- rial because its style is too youthful for the listeners. So where will the younger audi- ence turn to? In 1961 The Beatles appealed to the very audience that Mr Birt wants to exclude from his radio stations. What outlet would a modern Beatles have if Birt's ideas are put into practice? Radio One cannot be every- thing to every man, but it has to be the foundation stone for the British music industry because without it, there won't 

suffering fools 
One is quite probably the only station that could be a young person's entertainment channel. In any case, Radio One has managed over the years to 
entertainment, education, and minority programming. If' ssful anula, why change it? Music is too complicated a subject to have simple green and white papers dictating public taste. The majority of ' that pay their licence ' ining. 

Because i free froi 
cate, let ra Pete Waterman PWL 4/7 The Vineyard es, Radio London SE1 1QL 

Evolution is the way to 
beat green paper threat 
In the light of the publication of the government green paper on the future of the BBC and subsequent arguments for the abolition of Radio One and Radio Two, it is important for the stations to redefine their remits in order to survive. Radio One should maintain only those mainstream shows with audiences that are not served by commercial rivals; it should continue to extend its broad eclectic music mix while liberating some specialist shows from the ghettoes of night-time programming; and should continue to produce 

taries, social action program- 

Radio One undergoing a posi- tive transition from a banal pop station to a credible broad- caster serving an audience not addressed by the commercial sector and it must continue to develop in the way outlined above in 01 e the ending debate over its future. Ian Sanders 12 Ernshaw Place Putney SW15 2BT 
Got a problem? Then call me! 
Professional ethics prevent me from expressing my true feel- ings on reading Rob Fitz- patrick's incoherent letter (MW, December 5). Although principles, conduct and integrity are sometimes sacrificed in our ever-changing industry, I am pleased to remind you that it is still com- mon and decent to call the per- 

son with whom you may have an axe to grind. It is unfortunate that you chose to express your muddled thoughts in such a public way. Call me. I'm in the book. Clive Black Director, A&R EMI Records 20 Manchester Square London W1A 1ES 

ANALYSIS 

Distribution? It's 

a thankless task 

Often the bane of retailers' lives, distributors are now 
sharpening up their act for the run-up to Christmas 
You can't blame distributors for feeling they are the unsung heroes of the music industry - they get blamed when things go wrong but ignored when things go right. As the industry embarks on the busiest period of the year, efficient distribution and next day delivery of last-minute orders are crucial. As a result, distributors are at the cutting edge - and thus best placed to is the m rket ir 

For distributors, the timing of the rush varies depending on the focus of their business. Indie specialist APT, which recently merged with Revolver, is doing its last shipout of 1992 new releases today (Monday) because the indie labels it dis- tributes release little around Christmas, concentrating instead on September to 
And Pinnacle Records sales manager Steve Dickson says his company enjoyed its busiest ever month in November thanks to albums from artists including Erasure, The Shamen and Daniel O'Donnell, as well as runs of Top 10 singles and a successful O'Donnell video. "December probably won't be busier because of the nature of the product we have had, the campaigns we did and the sup- port we need from retailers," he says. But, for the major distribu- tors, the real push is only just beginning. Russell Richards, distribution director at PolyGram Record Operations, says the arrival of December 1 always marks a big upturn in trade as retailers realise they have less than a month to go to Christmas. Sure enough, he says, there was a noticeable upturn in orders from the weekend just gone. Similarly, at EMI, Music Services managing director Jim Leftwich says, although there have been a couple of good shipouts recently, includ- ing more than half a million units of Now 23, the market has yet to take off. "We're in that terrible 'wait and see' mode when you have shipped out the major lines and it's a matter of waiting to see what the customers are going to buy," he says. Whether or not the market has picked up yet - and the 

j to i r the s 

WHY CHRISTMAS MATTERS 
Fourth quarter as a percentage of year's total deliveries (unilsl singles IPs 

Richards: has seen trade upturn 
indications from Gallup are that sales are significantly up on last month but still down year on year - a sample of dis- tributors shows that each has been making preparations for the increased workload. At EMI, Leftwich says the company is still managing to provide next day deliveries even at the start of the week. But he adds that, if there is a significant upturn, staff will be brought in on Sundays to process and pick orders placed through the electronic order- ing system Eros, the preceding Friday afternoon. EMI also started operating a double chart line at its old Hayes distribution centre last week. The two-line system is necessary since the 150 Hayes lines account for up to 70% of all EMI's current shipments. At PolyGram, Richards took on about 40 staff on fixed term contracts at the end of August to carry the company through the main campaigns and the Christmas period. Meanwhile Pinnacle has brought in extra staff to take telephone orders for the past three Saturday afternoons. Dickson says the company will 
until Christmas. And Terry Blood Distribution sales and marketing director David McWilliam says his company has up to 40 staff capable of joining the existing 40-strong telesales team when business really takes off. The company has also extended its telesales operation since November so it can now take calls six days a week. While retailers are often critical of the service they receive from majors and indies alike, most say they have been "pleasantly suprised" by cur- rent standards of service, adding that PolyGram in par- ticular - often criticised in the 

past - has sharpened up over the past month. Common complaints in previ- ous years range from the unavailability of back catalogue material and lack of response to last minute vinyl orders, to dis- tributors not informing retail- ers when they have exceeded their credit limits. "There have been no disas- ters yet compared with last year, when all the companies were bad apart from Warners," says one HMV store manager. One indie dealer says this might be because volumes are still down on last year. "If the figures are down then they're overstaffed," he says. The real test will be how they perform as the pressure increases over the next few weeks, especially as the period climaxes in four full shopping days in Christmas week com- pared with last year's two. As one Virgin Megastore manager notes, "Catalogue sales are really strong. We're not sure what Christmas we're going into so we're depending on distributors much more to get back catalogue to us promptly as well as vinyl for the once-a-year-buyers who come out before Christmas for the ritual party LP." In a month's time, the crucial December sales volume figures will be known. PolyGram's Richards suggests the market should hit the 1991 level for December, while Leftwich sug- gests more guardedly that the total is likely to be within 10% of last year's figure. Whatever the final totals, distributors are inured to the fact that, however well they perform their work, it is unlike- ly to receive much praise. Their priority is to ensure their hard work and contribu- tion to the Christmas effort does not justify criticism. Ajax Scott 
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10 Top tenner Nirvana are back with a new album 
I Close call 18 It's Magic 

Dina Carroll marches YMO storm indi into the Top 20 album chart 
20 
w 

House Work 
Robert Owens is in the groove 

liusicweek 

datafile 
The Information Source for the Music Industry 12 DECEMBER 1992 
CHART FOCUS 
As far as the Christmas number one is concerned, bookies' favourites don't always perform up to standard. The most dramatic illustration of this came in 1986 when the early favourite, Distant Star by actor Anthony Hopkins, peaked at number 75 — and even the few sales it did manage to register were probably due to the publicity generated by the bookies' patronage. This year, it's rather different, however, and the WWF Superstars' Slam Jam, which has had the shortest price for weeks, explodes on to the chart at number four. If it does fail to reach number one before festivities begin, the Arista single's failure will most likely be due to another record on the same label, Whitney Houston's I Will Always Love You, which soars way ahead of the field this week, and is well on the way to platinum. The WWF Superstars single is one of 22 to make their chart debuts this week, and of these a startlingly high number — 

nine — are remakes. Of these, the fastest off the mark is Take That's fourth consecutive Top 20 hit Could It Be Magic, which debuts at number nine. It's the ventieth h produced by lanJLevine, and the eighth this year (three by Take That, two by the Pasadenas, two by Junior and one by Nomad). Of the other remakes, two are the result of the original hitmakers teaming up with new acts — UB40's One In Ten returns with the assistance of 808 Stale, and the Trammps' Hold Back The Night is resurrected thanks to the 
CHART NEWCOMERS 

al Slam Jam (Arista) US debut hit. Producer: Stock/Waterman/ WWF Publisher: All Boys Music/CC Writer: Stock/Waterman/ WWF Line-up: "Machoman" Randy Savage/Bret "Hitman" Hart/The Undertaker/British Bulldog Notes: With a combined weight of 77 stone, there was apparently some intense rivalry at the recording session. 5/1 odds with Ladbrokes for a Christmas number one. Album: Due for release in April to coincide with a "massive" nationwide tour. Press: Poole Edwards (071 436 3633) 
r^n 808 STATE/UB40 One LfUinTen (ZTT)UK First hit: CubiWOlympic, 10 Biggest hit: In Yer Face, 9 Last hit: Time Bomb, 59 Producer: 808 State/UB40 

■w 

Publisher: New Claims— ATV Music Ltd/Perfect Songs Writer: UB40/808 State Line-up: Graham Massey/ I Darren Partington/Andrew ' Barker Notes: Original reached number seven in 1981. Album: Gorgeous (late January). 
[77] SECRET LIFE: As 143 I Always (Cowboy) UK debut hit. Producer: C. Antenbring/A. Throup Publishers: Jobete/Blackbull/ 

patronage of KWS. Kylie Minoguc's version of Celebration is one remake that hits trouble this week however, dipping to number 29. Its peak position of 20 is the lowest vet for a Kylie single, and comes just two weeks after her former duet partner Jason Donovan scored the least succe'ssful single of his career, peaking at number 26 with As Time Goes By. Phillip Schofield, who replaced Jason in Joseph & The Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat is also on a downer this week, as his debut single Close Every Door dips from its debut position of number 27 to number 38. Where the real sales action is, on the album chart, there's little significant movement this week — Cher returns to number one, while Michael Jackson's Dangerous makes a 30 place improvement in three weeks, by bounding to number 13, and the highest placed newcomer, Charles & Eddie's Duophonic, is number 20. Alan Jones 

EMI Music Writer: Stevie Wonder Line-up: Charlton Antenbring/Andy Throup/ Paul Bryant Notes: Main names behind an umbrella organisation of producers, writers and musicians to produce a broad spectrum of musical styles. 
r^TINICK CAVE AND \JA\ SHANE MacGOWAN What A Wonderful World (Mute) UK debut hit. Producer: Victor Van Vugt/The Bad Seeds Publisher: Valando Music/Carlin Music Writer: Weiss/Douglas Notes: Tracks recorded in London and Sao Paulo. Cave and MacGowan first performed the song at the recent Viva Eight Show. B-side features MacGowan covering Cave's 'Lucy' and Nick covering Shane's 'Rainy Night In Soho'. Fifteenthxaver version of a UK number one to hit the chart this year. 

LATEST SALES AWARDS 
^ Platinum % Gold Silver Right Said Fred Dpix 21 Charles & Eddie; Wot d Vat ou Gl d ate 

NEXT WEEK'S HITS 

EAST SIDE BEAT Alive & Kicking (ffrr) 

|W7J| 

■ RI C 
SPECmF! 
spe 

t; iF 
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AVAILABLE NOW 

F ii 0 M RECORDS 

ISP "i 

KOOL Ann THE GANG 
'UNITE' 

JRS CD/CA 1002 
Consistent hit makers, Kool and the Gang return with a brand new 14 track album ranging from dance to ballads, including, "Rhythm & Ride", "God Will Find You", "Sexy Miss" and the title track, "Unite", a true 

song for the world we live in. 
Full Radio and Press Campaign. 

JIMMY CUFF 
'BREAKOUT' 

JRS CD/CA 1001 
Reggae ambassador and world superstar, 

Jimmy Cliff returns with a brilliant new 14 
track album, including "Breakout", "Samba 

Reggae", "I'm A Winner" and "Oneness". 
• Listen out for a Man 

Ezeke, Radio 1 FM 
Special 

Major Feature In 
"Echoes'" w/c 7th 

December 

ALSO 
AVAILABLE 

"I'll Keep Your Dreams Alive"George Benson & 
Patti Austin from the hit video release 
"FREDDIE F.R.0.7."CD AMMI 101 
(Also on TV12" and MC) 

BMG Order Desk 021 500 5678 

oooo records 
Distribiitecl by In-Toto/BMG 

Foreign Licensing Enquiries; London (44) 81 961 3889. 
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1*. UtOtlMBtf 1 

TOP 75 SilGlEl^ 

1 S |™0 Label CD/Coss (Distributor) 1 1 1 ̂ Producer,PUP,ishor Label CD/Cass (Distributor) 

al 
Kt 1 WILL ALWAYS 38 27 2 CLOSE EVERY DOOR Phiiiin qrhnfieiH (I lovd Webber/Wright) Really L Really Useful RURCD11/RURCSU(F) 
MI , 5 LOVE YOU Arista 74321120652/74321120654 (BMG) 39 2' 3    

A 2 3 2 HEAL THE WORLID ^ )wc Epic 658488*6584884 (SM) 3 40 ESS IN BLOOM Nirvana IViglNirvanal EMI Geffen GFSTD S-t o'' ; 
2 2 8 WOULD^LIE TO YOU? • Capitol CDCL67yrCCL 673 IE) ixir: - 41 38 e FREE YOUR MIND/GIVING... Eas Fn Vnnne (McElrov/Foslerl Rondor t West America A8468CD/A8468CfWl 

si A [nfwI SLAM JAM Aasla74321124882/74321124884 (BMG) 42 DSI INSIDE THAT 1 CRIED CeCe Penislon ILindsey) PolyGramJCC  A&M AMCD O^VAMMCO^HFj 
r , , TEMPTATION (BROTHERS IN RHYTHM REMIX) Vi,omvscDTi446lF| 43 [El BRUTAL-8-E Altern 8 (Archer/Peat) Kool Kat/EMI/Deiamus Network NWKCO 59/NWKC 59 (P) NWK{D59 

A c , TOM TRAUBERT'S BLUES (WALTZING MATILDA) WarnerBrosmi 0 6 2 Rod Stewart (Horn) WC W0144CDm01440W0144/- 44 ESI LOVE'S ON EVERY CORNER Dannii Minooue IDancin' Danny Dl EMI/CC MCA MCSTO maMCSCjOTMG) 
A 7 0 , 1 STILL BELIEVE IN YOU / 9 2 Cliff Richard IRichard/Moessl) WC/Upward Sp EMI CDEMS 255/TCEM 255/EM 255/- (El 45 EE! AS ALWAYS CowboyCDR0DE09/CAR0DE09/7RODEO9/R0DE09 (BMG) SprrptlJfe(Antenbrjna/Throup/Mclellen)Jobete/Black Bull/EMI 

p . OUT OF SPACE XL RecordingsXLS35CD/XLC35(W) 46 IEI BROKEN WINGS Chrysalis C0CH3923^CCH3923gtE) 
c Q COULD IT BE MAGIC BCA74321123l32/74321123134174321123137iaMGI 3 (mjj Take That (LevinelGrifftn/nie Rapino Brothers) BMG 7432H23131 47 32 7 SUPERMARIOLAND living Beat SMASH23CDISMASH23C/7SMA6H23IP) Ambassadors Of Funk (HarrisI Music Oflife (leosonol SMASH 23 i m PCT DEEPER AND DEEPER »U liuill Madonna (Madonna/Petlibone) WC/MCA MavericiTSire W 0146CD/W 0146C (W) W0146'- 48 3. 3 AS TIME GOES BY Jason Donovan (O'Duffyl Redwood Polydor PZCD 245/POCS 245 (F) P0 245/-® 
c 11 M FredcHeMwaj^lCfarWMercu^lSpurs PaflophoneCDRS6331UCR 6331(E) 49 33 4 IRRESISTIBLE Cathy Dennis IPetlibonel EMI/MCA Polydor CATHD 7/CATHC 7 (F) CATH|X)7 

A 19 1C STEP IT UP '6 2 Stereo MCs (Stereo MCsi EMI 4ih r B'way BRCD 266/BRCA 266 (F) (12)BRW266 50 43 3 SHE RCA 74321124652/74321124654 (BMG) 74321124657/74321124651 
A 13 23 2 BONEY M MEGAMIX 11 11 11 sg 1 1 51 E3 IF 1 CAN DREAM (EP) Polydor PZC0 248/POCS248(F) 
A 1/1 MONTREUX EP I1? " 4 Simply Red (Levine) EMI/Various East West YZ 716CD/YZ 716C (W| 52 37 3 JUST WANNA KNOW/EE REAL TenTENCD416/TENC416IFl TEN(X)416 
A 15 14 2 W(B0'S)B|0TARIDEY0URWILDH0RSEM55aCIS55Mr65(Vl 53 m DON'T CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA EnsignCDENYBSJ/TCENY657l£l Sinead O'Connor IRamone70'Connorl Evita ENY 657/- 
A 16 is 3 IF WE HOLD ON TOGETHER EMI CDEMS 257HCEM KTjE) 54 ESS YOU GOTTA BELIEVE Atlantic A 8480CD/A 8480C1W) Marky Mark And The Funky Bunch (Wahlberg) WODonnie D ASWtTPI •jy ; s NEVER LET HER^SLIP AWAY P\Vl Im PWCO 255/PWMC 255 (W) 55 E3 SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWf Bjorn Again (Saabsonl EMI J M&GMAGCMA

3GS
M3^6MAGX3F5 

IP END OF THE ROAD 9 10 6 15 Boyz 11 Men (Reid/Babyface/Simmonsl WC Motown TMGCD 1411/rMGCS 1411 (F) TMG(X|1411 © ISE3» ^ PRETTY VACANT VirginVSCDG1443/.|F| The Sex Pistols (Thomas) Stephen Philip JonesWORolten VSID1448 IQ PEOPLE EVERYDAY 13 '0 8 Arrested Development (SpeechlEMI/Carliu Cooltempo COCOOL 265UCCOOL 255 (E) 57 « 1 I'M GONNA GET YOU 0 WnyiSolui Biaarre Inc (ScotVBiiarre inc) WOSchnozaa lion STORM 46CD/STORM 46C (RTM/P) STORM 46S/STORM 46 
A 9n „ , SO CLOSE AU 22 2 Dina Carroll (LowislPolyGram/MCA A&M AMCD 0101/AMMC 010HF1 58 » 4 INVISIBLE TOUCH (LIVE) Genesis (Dayis/Colby/Genesis) Hit 8i Run Virgin GENDX10/GENSC 10(F) GENS 10/- 
C21 E] SOSS^ale/UB^IsOSS.ate)NewClaims-ATV/P ZTTZAN639CD/-(W) 'erfecl ZAN639(T) 59 EI3 SONG OF LIFE Leftfield lleftfield) CC Hard Hands HAND(K)2CW-m 

A 99 « , MRS. ROBINSON/BEIN'AROUND AtianiicA64(iico/A74(iiciW| £,&. 73 2 Lemonheads IStanden.Dando) Pattern'PoIyGram/Bug A7401(TE) 60 « 3 LOVE, OH LOVE h ^ Motown TMGCD 1413/TMGCS1413 (F) TMG(X)1413 90 , YOUR TOWN AJ 11 3 Deacon Blue lOakcnfold/Osbornel Sony Columbia 6587862/6587864 (SM) 6587867/6587866 61 ^1 BECAUSE THE NIGHT Co.Ro (eat Tarlisa (Paps) Springsteen/Zomba ZYX ZYX 68228/ZYX 68224 (BMG) ZYX 6822(12) 
9fl „ a YESTERDAYS/NOVEMBER RAIN GeffenGFSTD27/GFSC27IBMGI At 12 4 Guns N' Roses (Clink/Guns N' Roses) EMI/WC/McCloud:WC GFS|TP)27/ CNI 

I" 3 GOD'S GREAT BANANA SKIN Chris Rea (Real WC EastWeslYZ706CD^706C(W) 
c 9c rm MIAMI HIT MIX A3 Ual Gloria Estefan (Flores/Garza) EMI Epic 6588372/6588374 (SM| 6588377/- 63 88 a PRETEND WE'RE DEAD 1 17 tVig/L7l OropTrou/EMI Slash LACOP 42/LASCS 42 (F) LASH 42/- 

9K , RUMP SHAKER MCAMCSTO172WCSC 1725'MCSm 1725IBMGI AD 24 2 Wreckx-N-Effect (Riley/Wynn/Davidson/Riley/Fyffel EMI/Zomba 64 « 44 l SLEEPING SATELLITE P|emi EMI CDEM 233/rCEM 233 IE) (12)EM233 © 
A 97 „ 7 Paisley P3tkW0147CD/WI)147ClWI A/ 38 2 Prince & New Power Generation (Prince 8r The NPGIWOBMG/Bug W0147/- 65 SE3 SWEET TOXIC LOVE Jesus Loves You (Susl EMI/CC 14rginVSCDXl449A/SC1449(g 

28 'B 3 MAN9NTHEM00N Warner Bros W0143CD/W Ol^CfW) 66 « = , THE HARDEIR THEY COME Go! Discs GODCD93/GOOMC 93(F) 
90 „ , CELEBRATION P»t AO 20 3 Kylie Minogue (Harding/Curnow) WC fl International PWCD 257/PWMC 257 m 67 34 it , (TAKE A LITTLE) PIECE OF MY HEART Epic6583842/6583844(SMI 1 Erma Franklin (Berns)WC 6583847/(5! on , BOSS DRUM ou 13 6 TheShamen|TheShamen)WC One Little Indian 88TP7 CD/88TP7C (P| 68 « 3 , HOMOPHOBIC ASSHOLE ^ ^ /C 
31 23 3 CHAINS AROUND MY HEART 11 i i 1 69 48 , THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM 1 Carter USMIPaintcrlCarlin Chrysalis CDUSM G/TCUSM 6 IE) 
32 17 10 BEMYBABY ^WC RemarkPZCD235/P°0

CS
23f'1 70 47 l HOTEL ILLNESS ^ ^ ^ | MAn terican DEFCB 23/-/DEFA 21'DEFX 23 (F) DEFA23/DEFX23 

A 00 35 2 HWA leal Sonic The Hedgehog (Hcalcy/Clarkl Besl/Zomba KGBITI008 71 83 : , WHY SHOULD l/EXODUS 1 Bob Marley 8t The Wailcrs (The Wailersl Bob M Tuff Gong TGXCD 3/T6XCT 3 (F) arley/Blue Mt. OA , RUN TO YOU Ot 25 7 RagelLenn/HanrantlRondor Pulse 8 CDLOSE SS/CALOSE 33 |P| ^LOScji 72 EI3 | WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD 1 Nick Caye/s MacGowan (Van Vugt/Bad Seeds)! MuteCDMUTE 151/CMUTE151 (RTM/P) /alando/Carlin n2|MUTE151 OK LET ME BE YOUR UNDERWEAR ffirFC0204/FCS204IFI 03 33 2 Club69 (Rauholerl PolyGramllondon F204/FX2M 73 88 i , HELLO (TURN YOUR...) LondonLraP33mONCS3MON33(lMfl ■ Shakespears Sister (Shakcspears Sister/Moulder) EMI/lsland/BMG 
36 38 2 l^d™1 D b" II IP 1 G Furtive 6588162/6588164 (SM) •/6588166 74 E3 ■ 1 BELIEVE 1 Reese Proiecl ISaundersonl Drive-On/EMI Network NWKCO 63/NWKC 63 (P) •/NWKT63 

e 37 PCTI HOLD BACK THF NIGHT ^ ^ ̂ ^ Network NWKCO 65/NWXC 65 (H 75 « , BACK TO THE LIGHT ' Brian May (May/Shirley Smith) Queen/EMI Parlophone CDRX 6329/TCR 6329 (El R6329/- © 
As used by Top Of The Pops and Radio One 
MARK Y MARK you gotta 

AMD THE FUNKY BUMCH believe ii 
MIKE OLDFIELD TATTOO 

II 
WEB ^ J" Cass. CD. CD with Hologram & live tracKs YZ708/C/CD/CDX IRQ WARNER MUSIC UK SALESPERSON OR CALL TELERAI pq on noi qQfi 5929 
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TOP 50 AIRPLAY CHART 
THE OFFICIAL Biuskweek CHART 

12 DECEMBER 1992 

i WOULD I LIE TO YOU Ci> 

7 n n TEMPTATION (REMIX) Hcavi 

n MAN ON THE MOON RE 

17 s 7 SLEEPING S/ 
LO (TURN YOUR RADIO ON) Sh : 20 u c INVISIBLE TO 'S BLUES (WALTZING Mi 

27 2t a IRRESISTIBLE Cathy Dennis 28 m « CELEBRATION Ky 29 a m UHLE BABY NOTHING Mi 

32 a « WHO NEEDS LOVE LIKE Tti ts PIECE OF MY HEART Err IMTHICOULD IT BE MAGIC Tai 

40 ESJ HOTEL ILLNESS Th 

"S STAY TOGETHER Pa 
45 ESJ SOMEDAY (I'M COMING Bl 

/E HOLD ON TOGETHER Diane :H TOO YOUNG Lialc Angels oTO LOVE SOMEBODY Mi 

TOP 10 BREAKERS 
111 - 

REGIONAL CHOICE AIRPLAY PROFILE 

LK TO AN ANGEL The Heights 4 s. I GOT MY EDUCATION 
I LOVE'S ON EVERY Ct 

6 REDEMPTION SONG 7 SUPERSONIC THIS WEEK S CONTRIBUTORS: 
10 79 HEADING RIGHT B/ 

US TOP 50 SSWeiES 

IN THE STILL OF THE NIGHT, Bo' 
GjiD I'D DIE WITHOUT YOU, PM RHYTHM IS A DANCER, Sn GOOD ENOUGH, Bobby Browr REAL LOVE, Mary JBIige WHAT ABOUT YOUR FRIENDS, TTj 

12 i« LOVE IS ON THE WAY, Sa A13 » SAVING FOREVER FOR YOU, Shanic 14 io END OF THE ROAD, Boyz II Men 15 n GD LAYLA (ACOUSTIC), Eric Clapton A16 it DO YOU BEUEVE IN US, Jon Sccada 17 ii 133 WALKING ON BROKEN..., Annie Lennc 

A 20 71 UTTLE MISS CANT BE... The A21 74 WHERE YOU GOIN'NOW, Par 22 to WOULD I LIE TO YOU?, Ch 23 2t BACK TO THE HOTEL, N2Dccp 

A 27 a ca THE LAST SONG, EH 8 7i I WISH THE PHONE WOULD RING, Ex 9 23 FREE YOUR MIND, En 
31 KEEP THE FAITH, Bo 

A35 46 GI3 NEVER A TIME, Gene 36 m GANGSTA, Bel Biv D A 37 33 [uk] WHO'S GONNA RIDE YOUR WILD.U2 Island 
39 34 CQ HAVE YOU EVER NEEDED..., Oof Lcppard f. 

40 BABY-BABY-BABY, TU 2 c SLOW AND SEXY, Sh 

- A 45 • WALX ON THE OCEAN. Toad 1 
47 45 SHE'S PLAYING HARD TO GET, Hi- A48 - IGOTATHANG4YA!,L( A 49 ■ IT'S GONNA BE A-.T 

OS TOP 50 ALiUMS 
AP 7 THE BODYGUARD (OST), Va 5 pg UNPLUGGED, Eric Clapton 3 i PREDATOR, Ice Cube 4 TIMELESS (THE CLASSICS), Mil 

m HOME FOR CHRISTMAS, Amy Gram 

u A VERY SPECIAL CHRISTMAS II, Va ii BEYOND THE SEASON, Ga 
12 ; PURE COUNTRY (OST), George Straii A13 io AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEOPLE, REM V ; Ajjg 41 THE CHRISTMAS ALBUM, Neil Pi; 

A19 ?o TOTALLY KROSSED OUT, Kri 
i A21 HARD OR SMOOTH, Wr A22 7s FUNKY DIVAS, En Vogm A 23 7> NO FENCES, Ga 

25 27 BOOMERANG (OST), Various 

A 26 34 POCKET FULL OF KRYPTONfTE, Sp n Poo 

A29 79 Eg THE ONE, Elton John 30 7i I STILL BELIEVE IN YOU, Vir A 31 a METALLICA, Me A32 k 3 YEARS 5 MONTHS...,Arrested Developmen 33 31 OOOOOOOHHH. 

A36 47 Eg GREATEST HITS. Ou A 37 46 BEAUTY & THE BEAST (OST), Vai 33 HARVEST MOON, Neil Yo. 
A40 - ALADDIN (OST), Va A 41 43 CHIPMUNKS IN LOW..., A A42 « CQ LIVE: THE WAY WE... VOL 1, Genes's 

47 WHAT HITS?, Red Hot Ch 49 COOLEYHIGHHARMONY, Bo MCA 46 37 TIME, LOVE & TENDERNESS, Mid 47 36 A LOT OF LIVIN' (A 40 THE HEIGHTS (OST), Va 
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C E 

K-CREATiVE SPLIT 

»®1 MUSI LOUD 

ii 

J 

TalKin Loud has parted with North London funksters K-Creative just 10 weeks after the release of their debut album 'QED'. The split follows months of frustration for the label and its parent Phonogram over the lack of chart hits for its much-tipped stable of talent. Omar's recent 'Music' album peaked at number 37 and the year's biggest chart success came with Galliano's number 28 album 'A Joyful Noise...'. 'QED' has sold 10,000 copies in the UK. Phonogram head of A&R David Bates who oversees Talkin Loud says its chart positions have been "a terrible disappointment". But he inists that the company retains its faith in Talkin Loud: "I think it is the most important label in British urban music and will be with Phonogram for a long time to come." Bates says the decision to part with K-Creative does not signal a change in direction (or the label. But he could not guarantee the future of individual acts. In a strange development, the group's management, JAG, has announced it now represents Talkin Loud label guru and founder Gilles Peterson. Meanwhile K-Creative has begun a tour of Japan and will return in the New Year to begin hunting a new deal. •Last week the Talkin Loud label ended its weekly residency at London's Fridge. 

Illiii PlifS COWBOYS 

& SIDIAN WITH PIRATES 
Canada's famous Mounties have arrested a gang of bootleggers selling pirate tapes of Apache Indian's forthcoming new single, 'Arranged Marriage', to his Canadian fans. The bizarre episode unfolded as Island Records discovered the tapes as it prepared to launch its first solo single by the newly signed superstar of Asian ragga. Under Canadian law, copyright is the responsibility of the mounted police. On their last visit to Canada, Apache and manager Mambo were jailed to avoid further disturbance after hordes of fans got out of control. And Toronto's Asian population has now been inundated with pirate tapes of 'Arranged Marriage'. The single Is released in the UK on December 21. 

MB THE S0S 
ill! MIS @1 
The short term future of Gol Beat has been assured despite cutbacks in the label's parent company. Go! Discs boss Andy Macdonald says the 25% staff cuts will not affect Ferdy Unger-Hamitton's dance imprint, damping down rumours that it may be forced to close. Gol Beat missed out on a crossover chart hit with Sheer Bronze's 'Walkin' On' earlier this year when imports flooded the market. 

ID Records presents 

l 

658 

n its 

IW! FROM SOWY MUSIC i 

KICKING UP A STORM 
ON UK RELEASE 
12 INCH 
AND 
CD ONLY 
FEATURING 
40 MINUTES OF MIXES BY 
STEVE "SILK" HURLEY 
AND E. SM00VE 
OUT NOW! 

Walt Disney 
INBUNNYPickwick 

NFOREST Foxvideo 

Df 25 Years WL 

>E... Walt Disney 

w Your Dream Ritz 

IS 1992 Watershed 

T 

(ills 

(Free of charge on orders over £50.00). \ 
The lines are open from 9.00am - 6.30pm Monday to Friday, 9.00am - 6.00pm on Saturdays and from 9.00am - 5.00pm on AS MUCH AS YOU WANT, WHEN YOU WANT IT. 

TBD. Unit One, Rosevale Business Park, Newcastle-Under-lyme, Staffordshire ST5 7QT. Tel: (0782) 566566, Fax: (0782) 565400 
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7 14 n TEMPTATION (REM 

23 g 12 BOSS DRUM The S 24 a DROWNING IN M' 25 n » KEEP THE FAITH E 
top 10 ei 
IIS p H IN MY DEFENCE 2 h IN BLOOM 3 m HOW DO YOU TALI- 4 a I GOT MY EDUCATI 5 ii AS ALWAYS 6 o PHOREVER PEOPLE 

US TO 
AP i I WILL ALWAYS LO' A2 i IF I EVER FALL If A3 ■ RUMP SHAKER, A4 t: IN THE STILL OF TH 

month. After deCon Match of The Day Composer On Loop', in^entalmuslC|oor) has a|s0 written for ski Sunclay Steve Spiro (Four But knows the score when j, comes to and a Grand Prix • seriously danceable and soon 

HACIENDA PROVES 

POWER OF DAICI 

Being photographed in a club is most people's worst nightmare. But dedicated clubber Adam Presley has snapped his way into many hearts on London's progressive house scene with his fresh images of the scene they live for. The photography student finds most of his subjects at Strutt, where resident Rad Rice plays to a loyal crowd of post-rave clubbers. His black-and-white shots capture a range of moods to record 1992 club culture forever. "Sometimes the images can be terrifying, sometimes they are beautifully serene," he says. Danny Rampling's guest night at Strutt next Sunday (December " with a show of Presley's work (details on 081 -968 5122). 
There are all kinds of attributes young DJs hope will be boosted by their new career— sex appeal, credibility and the size of their record collection to name a few. Until now the number of stamps in the passport had never figured that high. But this year more and more of Britain's leading jocks have been escaping the smokey squalor of UK clubs for far-flung corners of the globe. It is no longer just the odd trip to the Med that beckons. Instead, invites to spin the hottest tunes from home are pouring in from vinyl-hungry locations such as Thailand, Tokyo, Singapore and Sao Paolo. Hardcore and techno DJs have been in demand in Japan for a number of years, but if is a scene that continues to grow. Fabio, Mickey Finn and Jack Frost are just a few of the jocks whose mix tapes are regularly mailed to Tokyo's J-FM rave radio station. And Fabio was the star attraction at Rave East's massive event there last Saturday. But it is not only fans of hard beats who look to Britain for fresh tunes and DJ talent. Charlie Chester's Volante crew — veterans 

,lvo jn despite the collapse of its founding company and 50% owner Factory Communications. The club is being seen as a monument to the success of dance culture over the indie rock [e chosen by the label. Mike  —| Pickering, a  | Hacienda DJ | (s£v^,' tifflCrH sine0 its 
i 

growth of dance after its early club acts like his own Quando Quango (pictured) flopped in the UK. They weren't interested in dance music. The label was the victim of unwise business decisions — it was living in the past," he says. Pickering, who launched deConstruction in 1986, still DJs at the Hacienda on Fridays. "We will carry on as we have been," says Hacienda manager Paul Mason. The Hacienda is half-owned by New Order, whose recently recorded new album came too late to save the label. 
of the Ibiza and Rimini scene set out last week on a tour of Argentina and Brazil. Club promoters stumped up flights and fees for Pete Heller, Terry Farley, Craig Walsh and Phil Perry to bring the UK house and balearic scene to Latin America. Karen Dunn of Unlimited DJs set up the tour. "They are very into their trancey balearic tunes out there," she says. While once UK ravers took their revelries to exotic locations such as Goa, India and Ko-Phan Gan, Thailand, the locals now seem to be wising up to the scene. Mike Pickering has been DJing in Latin America for years and in January sets off for Uruguay, Chile and Argentina. "They are into dancing and parties out there so fake to it easily," he says But for others the audiences can be less easily reached. Slipmatt of SL2 describes the scene in Japan, "It's weird; there are no drugs and everyone in the club is in a suit going mental to Belgian techno." Well, they say travel broadens the mind, Matt. 
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llow-up to the massive 'Burning' ar 
ill TASTE/LIVE IN LONDON Capricorn Out on white label a while back and now 
3 TEQUIER0108 Grand 

(2) APPOLONIA B.M. Ex 

(3) PHOREVER PEOPLE The Shamen 
(10) THE APOSTLE Aardvark 

6) PUSSYCAT MEOW Deee-Ut 
Pumpin* groove from Steve Spiro 

(18) DREAMS OF HEAVEN Ground Level 
OT37I THE LOVE I LOST West End featuring Sybil 

(12) NEVER KNEW THE DEVIL DejaVu LET'SGETTOGETHERKrush Perspective 

e" Records 

A guide to the most essential new club tunes as featured on IFM's "Essential Selection", with Pete Tong, broadcast every Sunday between 7-8pm. Compiled by data collected from leading 
Sounds/ Flying/Zoom (London), Eastern ifcttM))] Bloc/ Underground (Manchester), 23rd |X,>54| Precinct (Glasgow), 3 Beat (Liverpool), WKistmm Warp (Sheffield), Trax (Newcastle). 

~ •n [3223 Fat Cat Records, 14 Monmouth Street, London WC2. Mainly 12-inch techno; mostly US, followed by j German and British sounds plus some m wB a us and UK house popular labels 
include General Productions/Black Dog, Evolution, B-12, Art, Reflex, Ardial and Infonet. Also stocks label/artist T-shirts. 

JJJjliSlDSlJSni "We're into abstract techno — it sounds good in the morning, good in the afternoon and good before you go to bed! The majority of these records will sound fine in five years — the labels are moving forward all the time." — Dave Cawley, co-owner. 
|TJg3232H^ESI3l "They al1 love the proper Detroit techno sound and seem to be selling as much of it as any other main London shop. They've only been here a few months and have done very well." — Stuart McLellan, Great Asset. "It's a grown-up record shop — no little raver kids. Fat Cat realises people want real house and techno not commercial breakbeat crap. All the other shops get carried away with whatever's in fashion and won't stock what I want because it doesn't sell enough." — DJ Lewis. 

olub 
Libido at Occasions, Rockingham Street, Sheffield. Fridays 10pm-2.30am. 

lOK/White fishing nets festoon walls and roof which, when lit by UV lights, transform the club into a mesh of Tron-style neon lines. "You'll know if you're all -ight." — Matthew Swift, promoter. Up-to-date progressive house and uptempo garage. "Best DJs, best tunes." — Matthew Swift. Regular DJ — Dino. Guests include Smokin' Jo, Jeremy Healy, John Da Silva, Mark Moore and Tom Wainwright. ijJ-njiBMfcll Outrage 'Drive Me Crazy'; Future Sound Of London 'Metropolis EP'; Supernature 'Feel The Need'; Martha Wash 'Carry On'; Jaco 'Show Me Love'; Jump 'Funkatarium'. "This club night gets one of my 'JDS' four-star ratings. A very good — even good-looking — crowd. They're open minded but with a taste for vocal tracks in particular." — John Da Silva. UjHu3£Et5tiEfg|l3iM "The club has always been a focal point in Sheffield for hearing and breaking new tracks. Their DJs are open to trying new tracks out on the crowd, from DAT or - Steve Beckett, Warp Records. 
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T 

(Free of charge on orders over £50.00). The lines are open from 9.00am - 6.30pm Monday to Friday, 9.00am - 6.00pm on Saturdays and from 9.00am - 5.™ l 7,waill _   ..„c.. , AS MUCH AS YOU WANT, WHEN YOU WANT IT. 
TBD. Unit One, Rosevale Business Park, Newcastle-Under-Lyme, Staffordshire ST5 7QT. Tel: (0782) 566566, Fax: (0782) 565400 
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7 u n TEMPTATION (REI ^ 8 « « WHO'S GONNA R 

. PEOPLE EVERYDA 

17 a 7 SLEEPING SATELI 

24 a DROWNING INN 25 n is KEEP THE FAITH © Copyright ERA. Compiled us 
TOP 10 Bl 
fll - 
E a IN MY DEFENCE 2 S3 IN BLOOM 3 w HOW DO YOU TAl 4 ss I GOT MY EDUCA1 

10 n HEADING RIGHT E 

US TC 

A3 i RUMP SHAKER A4 » IN THE STILL OF Tl 5 . HOW DO YOU TAl 6 sGjgrDDiEwn 7 6 RHYTHM IS AC; AS . GOODENOUG 

All « TOLOVESOM 12 ii LOVE IS ON TH, 

15 n GQ LAYLA (ACt A16 i. DO YOU BELIE' 
18 is SCTSETIMES LOVE JUST..., P, 

Can't Touch Me' Remixes. (Emotive,US). Any DJ who hasn't been checking this should seriously rethink their career. Brilliant in its originals, now with hot remixes from Oscar G and Ralph Falcon of Murk to complement an already very  sexy chugger QS 
. We Can Make It' (NiteClub, US). Real house from the Terry Hunter school. The original mix features a jangly piano theme and busy drums with booming driving bass, plus the unique vocal of Kathy Summer urging positivity and full of raw expression. 'Aaron's Big House Remix' has a rich keyboard sound with an added horn hook and some nice detail in percussion. A real treat for ears and feet  

'Living In A Fantasy' (Faze 2 promo). These guys change tack with every release. Now they have come up with a pleasant, if rather twee, song. Warm waves of synth, piano and a chirpy female vocal combine neatly. The 'Treacle Trip Mix' stands out, taking off in a harder direction with some chunky guitar samples llEi 

i rrs p o r t 
is basically the product of those Ladbroke Grove dancing minstrels Phil Asher, Ray Whittard, Noel Watson and cohorts. All keep their ends firmly up with some pumping and mellow grooves suitable for all rampant dancefloors in your  neighbourhood.Wicked..,. ESS 
gjTJ:l»Wit;l^» 'The Apostle' (Skink promo). One of the most bangin' and effective UK progressive trance records you're likely to hear. With a long, building Intro this bursts into life with a wicked bassline. Half way through, the whole track stops to leave a mournful monks chant before crashing back in again. Massive   rsara 
iHg    e Me The Right Way' (Logic promo). No reason at all why this hook-laden comeback shouldn't find a warm welcome both in the clubs and the charts. The Rapino Brothers' stripped down production provides a playground for the biggest, breeziest vocal you've heard for some time. The A-side mixes will sweep through housier dancefloors while the finely chiselled Bollente Mix has a harder edge. All this and the tranced-out treat of the Tekniko mix too. Tough as you like.. HTrn 

 I 'Two Clouds Above Nine' (Tomato promo). Loads of pseudo names for what ®KYMMAZHLLE 

'Work In Progress EP' (Soma). Four neat tracks in the experimental New York sample vein. Keeping up 
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(A&M:PM AMY 0128), Wmfic Kid Creole tem- 
123.8bpm Onglnal Bootleg, (0-)123.7bpm Bootleggers Response, Vega & Gonzalez's 

D'CRUZE 'World Within A World' (Subur- ban Base SUBBASE 17, SRD). ultra frantic 0-154.5bpm hardcore more hotly flipped by the surging Wagnerian 0-146.4bpm 'Life 
STREEM 'We Are Raving' (Boogie Food/ Island 12 BF1). 'Sailing1 reworked in 'Raving I'm Raving' (but much blander pop) style with 
127.8bpm 'Step Up'...EAST SIDE BEAT 
thudding 112.6bpm Extended Mix plus Phil 
jabbed jittery exciting 119.7bpm Ken Wood Dub...SL2 'Way In My Brain (Remix)' (XL- 

Splrft In Me' (Fruit Tree 12 FTREE 3, SRD), 
plinky bubbling 126.5bpm Vibes and fluttery 
YOLANDA REYNOLDS 'Children Of The 

pering 149.4bpm 'World Within A World 
6''140.6bpm '1 Believe (D'Cruze Remix)' (SUBBASE 17R).,. JULIETTE JAIMES 'We Got It AH (Hooj Choons Remix)' (Pulse 8 12LOSEX 26, P). previous pop-house vocal revamped by Jerry Dickens as a jauntily piped pulsing 126.8bpm instrumental with flamen- co twiddled Hooj Red Jelly and electronically 
'MotownPhilty* (Motown TMGX1402). reis- 
snappily jittering 113.5 bpm 12,, A and 12" Dub US smash versions, A-slded hero by its old UK remixed less harmonious but more lushly flowing jiggly brisk 114.5bpm 12* Club Mix Edited and Dub Mix 1 ...SKIN UP 'Bass Thunder' (Polydor P2 240), girl-whispored bleeping gallopor with slithery sub-bass oscil- lated 144.6bpm Subsonic Storm Mix and more twittery 143.7bpm Urban Hypo Remix. , jangly frantic 139.6bpm 'Ivory (Skin Up's E- Quality Remix)'...LEMON INTERUPT 'Dirty' (Junior Boy's Own JBO 7-12, GRA/MO). 

ords/Network NWKT 66, P). rhythmically 
glerin 121bpm Children, 120.8bpm World 

the funky drum and droning synth Jiggled 99.7-69.9bpm 'Minniapolis' (sic)...REBEL MC 'The Governments Fall' (Big Ufo BLRT 
ing Unit 2's I21^bpm jazz-funk Jrtterer in two Roy Ayers-ish mixes...LISA STANSFIELD 
74321 12356-1). rhythmless vocal Introed tricky smooth 0-128.4-128.7bpm strider with a chunkier swinging 0-128.3bpm 
Makes Noise' (A&M AMY 0112). Clivilles & 

jazzy piano and crooning backed 93.3bpm 
69.6bpm 'Creation Rebel In Dub'-SUBUME 
Precinct LIMBO 005, SRD), 'French Kiss'- like 124.6bpm canlerer...RAPINATiON & KYM MAZELLE 'Love Me The Right Way' 

bling 123.1-122.8bpm House, muttered fun- kily rolling 95.2-95bpm Reggae Hip Hop. 
less beefy Master Mix Club Versions...TWO SHINY HEADS 'Dub House Disco' (Guerilla GRBR41, RE/P), monotonous progressive 

(Logic 74321 12809-1, BMQ), Rapino Bro- thers' Kym-rpared lurcher in 120bpm The Real Rapino 12", Gee & Professor 7*. 120.3 bpm Bollente, throbbing 0-130.2bpm 
(Shut Up And Dance Records SUAD 39, P). 

decelerating into its lurching lOS.Ibpm Part 2. or a Joey Negro-lsh cantering 0-128.5- 
Opus lil-lsh girl cooed raving unhurried 0- 122.8bpm Original Mix and scurrying 0- 131.8bpm SUAD Remix. 
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;V » DEEP FREEZE PRODUCTIONS 
the real deep house vibe, this EP has been knocking about for quite a while now. This is British, relevant and worthy of support. Check the bass on 'Pushing Out TheTrolley'.Killer j 

S 'I Never Knew Love' (Network promo). Mark Kinchen at home and on form with this superb house "love" song, and Chez Damier proves he is no one-hit-wonder. This is every bit as firing as 'Can U Feel It'. MK Club Mix contains the full vocal with its memorable chorus and beautiful harmonies while the bubbling bass and organ give the track its 

illiiffil 'Never Knew The Devil' (Cowboy promo). The best release yet from this London band. The A-side is a trippy chugging groove with scary vocals and atmospheric effects while the flip is one of those epic tribal mixes from Fabio Paras. Deja Vu are building an audience with their live work and it's just a matter of time until they crack it with a big record ffjjgg 
'Neo Fractal EP' (Now Records, Germany). Created for the industrial fans, this five-tracker is terror on plastic — the Germans showing again they are a force to be reckoned with. 'Plot II' kicks it off 

with pounding bass and hi-hat kicks. 'Polka' combines deep and moody tones with more Detroit style stabs. 'Tohu-wabohu' is no compromise hardcore — relentlessly pacey. The style of 
-3-ZZl 123 
EBZ2IB3 'Pussycat Meow' (Elektra, US). Deee-Lite may have lost some of their spark of originality but this shows they are as capable as ever of putting out a good tune. Not much of a song as Miss Kier implores someone to "Kiss me you fool." With the Murk mixes the track really unwinds into a deep funky workout BZ1 

'A Latin Thing' (Strictly Rhythm, US). George Morel in total control. On the 'El Barrio Mix' sax and piano take up the themes, building over an organ bassline and a tight drum. The lighter 'Salsa Groove' swings a little more. Flip for two more bad 'uns — 'String Notes' and 'Organic Dance', which is just that, a Flammond over bass and drum grooving nicely for six minutes. Phew!    
IMiim 

and more percussion — Pascal continues his series of galloping gourmet grooves  
SlSSli 'Give It To 'Em' (Spirit Recordings promo). This new West London label debuts with a driving trance cut in 3am and Sam mixes. The question is, how many can wait that long to drop it? If Spirit's output builds as promisingly as this tune it'll be one to watch for 1993..,. [JQ 
CBIH'Mama Ain't Home' (We Say So promo). An unusual funky house production in four mixes that is now more widely available. An uncluttered groove with a skipping bassline, gentle piano and a sampled scat vocal that worms its way into your head Mi 

'The Goldfinger EP' (HNR promo). Probably the best EP I've heard this year — and it's British. Written and produced by DJ Chris Energy, the four stomping tracks fuse furious beats, crazy snares, techno, loadsa weird noises and some of the toughest riffs I've heard. Brilliant BTcl 
 "Vol III' (Tomato promo). Tomato seems to have cornered the market with its new wave disco sound. By borrowing production techniques from the disco era combined with new ideas, it has created a whole new genre. P 
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IF YOU'VE learned anything about promotion in 1992 it should be no surprise that Heavenly Records has now decided those sought-after Weatherall mixes of Espiritu's 'Conquistador' will have a full release after all, now that their exclusivity has built the hype...Maybe the New Year will bring some new scams...It will bring a few new clubs, one of which is Bletchley's The Sanctuary, due to open its 3,000-capacity Euro style music arena this Friday (December 1l)...Salsours talks with Sony over a UK release of its 'Synergy' remix album have broken down to leave the disco label looking for a new licensee ...But React has got it together with Strictly Rhythm to compile a double album in the new year...Network's 4,000-only Reese Project album is already out there and it's massive...The reliable word from NY is that man of the moment Mark Kinchen is to start writing some tunes with Frankie Knuckles...The seizure of thousands of bootleg Apache Indian cassettes shows what a struggle Island will have to persuade the Asian market to change formats, but they are starting by pressing extra cassette singles in 12-inch multiple mix format...Just 18 partying days left to Christmas and there are a whole 

£9 

• APACHE INDIAN 

bunch to fit in — on Wednesday (9) Rampage presents dons of British soul such as Omar, Carl Mclntosh, Everis and Junior alongside Fat Freddy M, David Rodigan and more at Hammersmith Palais...There's more Seventies groove at a miner's families' benefit at Birmingham's Hummingbird on Saturday (12)... Rebel MC headlines for the same cause on Sunday (13) at London's Town & Country with The Sandals and Demon Boyz in support... This Friday (11) Secret Life take 'As Always' on the PA tour to Glasgow's Tunnel Club and Aberdeen's Tribe the following night with Stuart McLellan on the decks-Great Asset has launched a new promotions company, Perpetual Promotions, handling its own ULR label and plenty of its distributed tunes. DJs of all styles should apply to Helen Street at 3 Northington Street, London WC1N 2JE...Cut & Thrust Promotions is putting together a new club and mobile DJ list and requests fresh blood as well as established jocks. Apply to Kenny Jaymes at PO Box 3, Blaby, Leicester LE8 3BP...And on Saturday (12) DJ Pierre guests at Release The Pressure alongside Ricki Morrison and the usual crew (details on 071-287 0503)...AND THE BEAT GOES ON! 

23RD JANUARY 1993 

FOR DETAILS CALL 071-921 5939 
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THE OFFICIAL ftiusicweek CHART ¥IDEO 
| J | Categorv/mnning lime CafnSl 1 I | Cate'gorv/rorming time Ca^no' i j |^ K| , . DANIEL O'DONNELL: Follow Your Dream Ritz ■1 Compilation/lhrSOmin RITZBV701 16 n 5cIRSStT^hIT30:^heVideOS POlV9ram0855W B1 . .CINDERELLA Walt Disney 1 4 Children's/1 hrSOmin D204102 J . 2 ERASURE: Pop!-First20 Hits BMG Video ' Compilation/lhrlSmin 74321119843 1 VIS?!! VARIOUS: Karaoke Party 2 Watershed ■ # HMtf Compilation/48min EUKV4016 9 . . PETER RABBIT/BENJAMIN BUNNYPickwick t Children's/SO hr PV2193 3 5 6 SIMPLYRED: A Starry Night With..^ WMV 18 ^3 VR: Cyberdelia Prism^Leisure 9 , .HOOK ColumbiaTristar 0 2 5 Children's/2 hrl 5 min CVR 13187 R . ABBA: Gold-Greatest Hits PolyGram Video ^ Compilation/lhrSOmin 0856483 10 ,3 E PRINCE 8iTHE NPG: Diamonds8i Pearls WMV 13 6 Compilation/lhr 7599382913 R , ; TERMINATOR 2 - JUDGMENT DAY Guild ^ Sci-Fi/2 hr 10 mm GL061162 K . . MADNESS: Madstock! PolyGram Video J J ' Live/1 hf40min 0860143 20 ,6 ,6 QUEEN: At Wembley MVP9912693 5 5 5 FERNGULLY..JHE LAST RAINFOREST Foxvideo 

i g VARIOUS: Freddie Mercury Tribute^^ ^PMj 91 „ 5 ROD STEWART: Vagabond Heart Tour WMV ^ ' s Live/1 hrSOmin 7599383003 K . 3 THE COMMITMENTS Foxvideo 0 6 3 Drama/1 hr 63 min 1906 
7 6 7 U2: Achtung^Baby PolyGram Vide^o 99 QUEEN: We Will Rock You Music Club e-£- 54 Live/1 hr30min MC2032 imi n , MIKE REID: Live-Uncensored Video Collection ;KJ Comedy/1 hr VC6276 
g , ; FOSTER & ALLEN: Heartstrings Telstar 99 1S KYLIE MINOGUE: Kylie Greatest PWL International 15 " Compilalion/1hr3min VHP25 Q . , BILLY CONNOLLY: Best Of 25 Years VVL u Comedy/1 hr 34 min WD1118 
Q n?l WET WET WET: ...At The Castle PolyGram Video ^BUllLive/ltiraOmin 0861063 !g] j,, j, MADNESS: Divine Madness vvd^'11 Q DANCES WITH WOLVES Guild 3 ,0 " Drama/2 hr 53 min GLD51I52 

10 „ 5 RIGHT SAID FRED: Up-The Video VVL 11 u 11 s Compilation/lhr WD 1104 9K „ , THE SHAMEN: Boss Vid VVL CompIlation/42min WD 853 |Q , 8 BASIL THE GREAT MOUSE... Walt Disney 
11 9 5 AC/DC: Live At Donington WMV ,, 5 5 Live/lhr55min 8536503463 9fi 21 2 LIONEL RICHIE: Back To Front PolyGram Video " 2 Compilalion/45hr 0861123 11 . 3 KINDERGARTEN COP CIC ,, 3 3 Comedy/1 hr 46 min VHR1493 
19 , SIMPLE MINDS: Glittering Prize WL B£- Compilation/1hr20min WD1103 ^irffllMEGADETH: ExposureOfADream PMI tjf Uty|Compiiation/30min MVR 4900053 12 12 3 DANIEL O'DONNELL: Follow Your Dreame^itz 
13 VARIOUS^Premiere Coll. Encore PolyGram Vidra 28 m 52 QUEEN: Greatest Flix II PMI g-U 20 52 Compilatibn/lhrZOmin VC4112 19,. , HOME ALONE Foxvideo 16 2 Children's/1 hr38min 186660 
14 rRl MORRISSEY: The Malady Lingers On PMI I •*} ItMSCompilation/mm MVR 4900063 20 CARRERAS/DOMINGO/PAVAROTTI: Concert PolyGjam Video 14 ,3 .NODDY AND THE NAUGHTY TAIL BBC 13 5 Children's/41 min BBCV4850 
IK . .THE SMITHS: The Complete Picture WMV 4 Compilation/lhr 4509911653 30 QjCLI^FF RICHARD: The Event MVp4g,^ 11R InewI MANSELL AND WILLIAMS 1992 Watershed 8 1 J EHIII Sport WSP 1099 

DQNT RUN OUT 

(FPCP 

THIS CHRISTMAS. 
Whatever your requirements this Christmas, whether it's video, audio, games or accessories, there's only one name you need to know. 
TBD. 
We've got over 40,000 product lines in stock and we guarantee delivery of any order, large or small, within 24 hours. 
Just place your order through any one of our 40 telesales lines and we'll deliver the following day, including Saturday mornings. (Free of charge on orders over £50.00). 
The lines are open from 9.00am - 6,30pm Monday to Friday, 9.00am - 6.00pm on Saturdays and from 9.00ara - 5.00pm on 

TBD. Unit One, Rosevale Business Park, Newcastle-Under-Lyme, Staffordshire ST5 7QT, Tel:(0782) 566566, Fax;(0782) 565400 

Christmas Eve (orders taken on Christmas Eve will be delivered on the 26th or 29th December depending on store opening). Hie number to call is 0782 566511. 
BVA 1992 Video Wholesaler of the Year. Music Week No.2 Record Distributor 1992. 

AS MUCH AS YOU WANT, WHEN YOU WANT IT. 
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Brian May 
1 BELIEVE 
Reese Project 
HELLO (TURN YOUR 1 
Shakespears Sister 
WHAT A

 WONDERFUL WOR 
Nick Cave &

 Shane MacGowan 
WHY SHOULD l/EXOL 
Bob Marley &

 The Waile 
HOTEL ILLNESS 
Black Crowes 
THE IMPOSSIBLE DRE 
Carter USM 
HOMOPHOBIC ASSHC 
Senseless Things 
(TAKE A

 LITTLE) PIEC 
Erma Franklin 
THE HARDER THEY C

 
Madness 

1 SWEET TOXIC LOVE 
1 Jesus Loves You 

SLEEPING SATELLITE 
Tasmin Archer 
PRETEND WE'RE DE; 
L7 
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12 DECEMBER 1992 

TOP 75 ARTIST ALBUMS 
THE OFFICIAL ^tusicweek CHART 

1 = I Arlisl IProducerl UbeVCD ID^ibu.or) I a I t (producerl Ubol/CD ID^slfibulor) | if ^.(Producer, Label/CD 'O^tr^utorj 
n CHER'S GREATEST HITS: U 2, 1965-1992 ★ 

9C ,, ^TUBUURBELLSII* £-u Mike OidEeld (Horn/Oidfieid/Newman) WEA 4509906182 (W) A 52 62322 GREATESTHITS*11 
TCEMTV SatMTVM 97 _ THE BEST OF SHIRLEY BASSEY DinoDlNCD39|P| *■' " 2 SnlileyBasseylVaiiousI OINMC39/- 53 36 60 THE COMMITMENTS (OST) i f 2 MCA MCAD10286 (BMG) 

9 POP!-THE FIRST 20 HITS* MuieCDMUTEUOT) ^ 1 3 Erisuieivaiiousl CMUTEL2iMUIEl2 28 24 'HNHITH|BLIGIMT* Po!yGiamTV5171382lf) K/J KING OF HEARTS 3 Roy Orbison IWas/Rohertsonjlynne-iumell) Virgin America CDVUS 58 IF) VUSMC58/VUSLP58 o LIVE ■ THE WAY WE WALK VOL 1 • Virgin GENCOJ If) " 3 3 GenfiislDavis/Coroy/GenesisI GENMCa/GENLPa A 9Q „ „ GREATEST HITS II *5 '3 M Queen (RichaidsOueen) ParophmeOTMTVMI cn „ „ UNPLUGGED O 33 52 " EricClaplonfTrtelmani Duck 9362450242 (W) WX480C/WX480 n TIMELESS (THE CLASSICS)* Columbia a7!30!2ISMl " 4 ,0 Michael Bobon IBoHon/AfanaslelfFosier) a72302ara!2302) 9(1 m a NICK BERRY 0 Coiumt 33 Nick Berry (MarshalVHiller/Butch/Whiiaker) May/James/James) EC „ , GREAT EXPECTATIONS EMICOEMC3623/TCEMC3623/EMC3623 (El 3U 14 7 Tasmin Archer (Mendelsohn/Kaye/Wickens/Kughes/Eitzmaurice) c GREATEST HITS* Ep.ca723322ISMl 3 5 5 Gloria EsiefanlEstefaoJr/Casas/Ostvraldl a72332a/a723321 91 „ , CHECK OUT THE GROOVE 311 2 Undercover (Mac) PV/L International HFCD 26 (Wi R7 5. USE YOUR ILLUSION II* 3' Gi- GeffenGEFD 24420 (BMG) GEFC24420/GEF 24420 c GLITTERING PRIZE 81/92 * VirginSMTVOtm u 1 8 Simple Minds IVarioosI SMTVC l/SMIV 1 3? 3i 3a DP * 2 " 38 Right Said Fred (Tommy 01 TugSNOGCDKBMG) SNOGMC i/SNOGLP 1 CO „„ WE CAN'T DANCE *3 30 Genesis (GenesisrOavisI GENMcSlPS y 8 ]] GOLD - GREATEST HITS * PoiydorSi70072iF| a 99 THEGREATESTHITS1966-1992* Coiumbi337l5022ISMi Neil Diamond (Diamond/BarryiGreenwich/Gaudio/Variousi 3715023/- 59 55 3 THE CHRISTMAS ALBUM Columbia 4724102 (SMI 4724104/4724101 O THE FREDDIE MERCURY ALBUM • PadophoneCDPCSOWE) 0 6 3 FreddieMBrcurvlMercirry/VariousI TCPCSDI2a)reSD12a in „„ WELCOME TO WHEREVER YOU ARE* Meicuiy5i25072lfl " iNXSIOpilzdNXSI 5125074/5125071 60 65 10 BACKT0THELIGHT* PariOTCPCS0^Ss03123 Q AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEOPLE* 3 9 10 REMILMEMI WamerBros9362a50552/WXa88C/WXa88IW A OC a, .ONCE IN A LIFETIME/SAND IN THE VASELINE* EMUEI 33 8 Talking Heads ITalkingHeadsA/aiiousI CDE060HVrCEMD1039/EMD1039 61 H™Sm!l EMICOEMD 1036 (El TCEM01035/EM01035 Ifl „ STARS *8 East West 9031752832 (W| IU 20 62 Simply Red (LevineHuclna'l) WXa27CMIXa27 9fi „ COOLEYHIGHHARMONY* 30 Boyc II Men (Babyface/Reid/Simmons) Motown 5300892 if) CO SHEPHERD MOONS * 2 67 55 EnyalRyani WEA 90317557220//) 
11 „ BACK TO FRONT * 3 Mown 5300182 Ifl 1 1 28 Lionel Richie ILevinelCatmithaell 5300184/5300181 97 n. , 3 YEARS.B MONTHS AND 2 DAYS IN THE LIFE 0 34 7 Ai/esiedDeyelopmentlSpeechl CooiiempoCCD1929/ZCTlP28/CTLP28IEI 63 56 5 MADSTOCK! Go!SSSi 19 .EROTICA* Mavericl(/Sire9362a503l2 IW) •aS- 13 8 MadonnaIMadonna/Pettibone/BeiisI WXasiWVXagi 9P LEGEND * 4 TuNGong JO Bo[] 64 si 6L0VEDELUXE0 Epic 3726262 (SMI 
19 „ „ DANGEROUS * 4 Epica658022lSMl U 21 51 Michael Jac'tsoniRiIey/Jadson/Swedieii'Bottrelll 3658023/3658021 9Q HEARTSTRINGS 33 Foster & Alien (Hynes/Maherl Teislar TCD 2608 (BMG) CC „ PORTRAITO 1213 2 Oes O'Connor IWrlghll ■9 /I GOD'S GREAT BANANA SKIN •EaslWest3509909952(W| 16 5 CnrisRealReal WXa960WXa96 flfl 41 , THE VERY BEST OF... 3 Earth,WindAndFirelWhilel Telsiar ICO 2631 (BMG) STAC 2631/STAR 2631 66 » , BEETHOVEN VIOUN CONCERTO EL 7545744/EL 7545741 -ar TAKE THAT AND PARTY* RCA7a32ii09232lBMGi ' 3 1 Take That (Various) 73321109233/73321109231 experience ^ H 39 10 The Prodigy (Howieitl XL Recordings XLCD110 (P) XLMC110/XLIP110 C7 „ a FROM BOTH SIDES NOWO u' Ian McShane (James/James) PolyGram TV 5176192 IF) 
16 to j THE CELTS * WEA3Smi672M >19 SYMBOL* "tE- PrinceS The New PowerGeneraiion tPrinc Paisley Park 9352450372 (W) e&TheNPG) WX490X/WX490 68 ,5 3,^ MADNESS *2 Virgin CDV 2692(F) TCV2692A/2692 17 BOSS DRUM* One Little Indian TPLP32CD IP) " 2 TheShamenlTheShameni TPlP32C/rPlP32 Ifrn ACHTUNG BABY * 2 iilifiJ " 53 U2IUnois/Enol Island CIDU 28 IF) UC28/U28 69 35 5 INDIAN SUMMER Chrysalis CDCHR 1964 IE) TCCHR1964/CHR 19&1 
19 , DIVA * RCA PD 75326 (BMG) lO 11 35 AnnieLennoslLiosoni PX75326/PI75326 nn MS THE FORCE BEFHND THE POWER * emicoemd I023(EI till® Pi,., Boss{Asher/Carmichaei/Wonderi TCEM01023tMD 1023 70 USE YOUR ILLUSION 1 * 61 Guns N'Roses (Clink/Guns N'Rosesi GeffenGEFD 24415(BMG| 6EFC24415'GEF 24415 
19 12 13 THE BEST 0F BELINDA V0L 1 * VirginBELCO 1|f) 45 53 63 NEVERMIND * DGCDGCDW^IBMGi 71 59 6 LIVE0 Atco 7567922152 (W) WX4930WX493 
7n DUOPHONIC CapitolCDESTU218S(t) £\i |hltvvj Varies & Eddie (Deutsch) TCESTU216aESTU2186 n c ,, THE HEART OF ROCK & ROLL-BEST OF OChtysaiisiEl 38 4 HucyLmis&TheNe«IVatiousl CDCHR 1933/TCCHR1933JCHR1933 79 « HARVEST MOON NeitYounglYoirng/Xeilh) Repr;sie9362450572IVV) 
21| 19 4 FOLLOW YOUR DREAM Rii;RiT2BC070iiP) 47 35 5 THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE 0 PolyGramTVSmMIFI 79 ra THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION *7 Sire75992643(i2(W( s J ljua Madonna(Vatiousl WX370CWX370 
99 ,t KEEP THE FAITH* Jambco 5131972 If) t-1- 5 Bon Jovi (Rock) 5131973/5131971 A 48 J0 56 SIMPLY THE BEST *4 Capitol C0ESTV1 IE) TCESTV1/ESTV1 Ifl 6* THE ONE * ElionJohn (Thomas) Rocke^3TOI 
99 „ ,Q CURTIS STIGERS* Arisla261953IBMGl l-,3 CunisSlgerslBailardXonthmari 311953./211953 ATEST HUSO sSrawSsoi 71: M OUT OF TIME *3 H J lWS REMILitt/REMI Warner Bros 7599264962 (W) WX404OWX4W 9/1 HORMONALLY YOURS * London8282(82Ifl SiiaYespears Sisier iSnaVespears Sister/MouldecThomas) 8282664.'8282661 ' Kfll GREATEST HITS * 5 — JO »' Euiythmics(Stewart/Williams/lovine) RCAPD74856(BMGI ■ 'eS" . JSu rSS 
on 17 BEST OF ELAINE PAIGE & BARBARA DICKSON TeisiariBMG) £.0 21 3 Elaine Paige/Barbara Oickson (Various) TCD2632/STAC2632/- C-J „„ MANY HAPPY RETURNS-THE HITS EMiroEMlV68IEi J 1 Gary Glitter (Leander/Gadd Jr) TCEMTV satMTV 68 f

 
ih

 
ii s? 

TOP 20 COiiPILATIOiS ARTISTS A - Z 
ABeA 7 OLOFIELO. r *lke   ?6 

mm 
-jg 7 5 GREATEST HITS OF 199: I Telstar TCD 2611 (BMG) STAC 2611/STAR 2611 Ip— !:i IE 

i| , , NOW...! 23 ★ 3 [ H Various EMl/Virgin/PolyGram CDNOW23/TCNOW23/NOW23(E) 
11 SMASH HITS '92 
■J 2 12 3 GLADIATORS 0 
a o uupwa ENERGY RUSH II 

ChADDTC^ACDDDLP35 PolyGram TV 5158772(F) 5158774/5158771 
Dino DINCD55{P) 

■ vr El 
2 2 3 THE PREMIERE COLLECTION ENCORE 0 
O J , THE ULTIMATE COUNTRY COLLECTION • 3 ' 7 Various Columbia MOODCD26/MOODC26/MOOD 26 ISM) 
A c , THE BODYGUARD (OST) Arista 07822186992 (BMG) ^ 6 3 Various 07822186993/07822186991 

1 jEm Various nui'n 11 

14 10 2 STOMPIN' PARTY 
1 5 11 5 CLASSIC L0VE 

DINMC 55/DINTV 55 
Dino DINCD52 (P) DINMC 52/D1NTV 52 Telstar TCD 2620 (BMG) STAC 2620/STAR 2620 ps: J H F" 1 

"s i 5 3 3 RAVE 92 ® CookieJarJARCDB^F^ 
C , r THE BEST OF DANCE 92 " 5 6 Various Telstar TCD 2610/STAC 2610/STAR 2610 (BMG) 

■JC . NOW DANCE 92 O EMI/Virgin/PolyGram CDNOD 8 (El 11 k* 9 5 Various TCN0D8/N008 
17,. , REMEMBER WHEN SINGERS COULD SING I ' 16 2 Various The Hit Label/London AHLCD 3/AHLMC 3/AHLLP 3(F) 7 „ IT'S CHRISTMAS TIME EMI CDEMTV 69 (E) ' " 4 Various TCEMTV 69/EMTV 69 10,, , BIG I DANCE HITS OF 92 # O'3 2 Various The Mil Label/London AHLCD 3/AHLMC 3/AHLLP 4 ,F, EsRTHENEWS . "i 

p THE GREATEST HITS OF DANCE 0 3 Various Telstar TCD 2616/STAC 2616/STAR 2616 (BMG) 1Q TAKE 2; OPERA FAVOURITES/... I3'8 2 Various MaslerworksS2K48226/S2T48226/-(SMI ESEo.E ::S 
QInfwI memories are made of this •J rtwl Various Oino D1NCO 56/DINMC 65/DINTV 55 IP) on „ , FOREVER " 2 Various EMI CDEMTV 70(E) N.RVANAVf.'#dd,# « TCEMTV 70/EMTV 70 
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SPECiAUSI CHAHTS 12 DECEMBER 1992 

COMPUTER GAMES This Last NEW SONIC THE HEDGEHOG 2 Sega 8-bit/Megadrive/Gamegear Sega SUPER MARIO UNO 2 Gameby Nintendo 
W HOME ALONE 2 Console/Gameboy THQ International Megadrive/8-bit/Gamegear Arena Entertainment 

10 SUPER WWFWRESTLEMANIA Super Nintendo UN 

Snlnd 
=5 

SEAM 
WIESOM 

CPB1 

OtU 
SURE SELLERS li DECEMBER 

SEAN WILSON 
TV RE-PROMOTION 

IN SCOTLAND,ULSTER, 
GRAMPIAN & BORDER 

70 TVR's IN EACH AREA 
FROM 9TH DECEMBER 

SUSAN McCANN 
NATIONAL RADIO 
CAMPAIGN COMMENCES 
9TH DECEMBER 

PLATCD 911/PLAC 911 VIDEO: WORKING MAN SWTVC103 ORDER FROM PRISM LEISURE 081-804 8100 B.D. 0782-566511 OR SOUNDS RITE 061-370 6908 IHCD592/IHMC592 VIDEO: PLATV 912 



continued from plO NEW RELEASES 

SINGLES 
HIGHLIGHTS Single Releases for 14 DecembeT 199: i-18 December 1992: 76 

— (DISTRIBUTORS) CATEGORY LA^T S^P^S COMMENT 
^LETS GET F'ESEC TOR CHRSTMFS,MEGA C.med, B B B Hofol Hotel 

Jl i  S S ===~HE.77.: 

1233CD 12' HIVFT 1233 \T £ 

_ l ^ 

E G,3 
- i 

LEFT ^ 

SINGLES TITLES A-Z 

fciKsy&iriM 



12 DECEMBER 1992 

TOP 80 DANCE SINGLES . 
THE OFFICIAL Biusicweek CHART 

1 3 1 Artist ■ (DLaboinn 1 1 la SS III Sit ms, 
r raSOfMG OF LIFE 1 Leftfield Hard Hands HAND 002T(RE/P) 

91: , FUNKY GUITAR TC1992 Union City UCRT13 (SRD) 3g CJ] CANDHARVA GeezoneGEET 45(F) 
i 2g 9 2 WHO'S THE BAD MAN j Hands HAND003T (RE/P) 07 „ 7 DEEP IN YOUR EYES J ' Open Skies 'Reinforced RIVET 1231 (SRD) 

2 EE3 always Cowboy RODEO 9 (BMG) 27 13 2 SOUL HOLIDAYS'JOY Perspective PERT 7414(F) qq „ , LOO'S CONTROL M 72 Smart E's Subi irban Base SUBBASE 15 (SRD) 
3 UgJ TERMINATOR (EP)^ ^ ^ ardcore SYNTH 003 (SRD) 28 - ^symphony ID 6587976 (SM) 20 3 2 SHOW SOME LOVE Warp WAP 29 (P) 
arm one in ten "V 808 State/UB40 ZTTZANG39T(W) 2g 12 3 REAL^LOVE MCA MCST 1721 (BMG) 4028 «0WME Cooltempo12C00L 266(E) 
5 ES3 METR<i)P0LIS Union City UCRT11 (SRD) 3Q „ , TEMPTATION (REMIX) Virgin VST 1446(F) 41 DSl i!

NpATUATI0N Olympic OLYMPIC 003 (RE/P) 
R rm heal the world u IsEaiB Michael Jackson Epic 6584888 (SM) Oil , SLOW AND SEXY •JH ■'Shabba Ranks feat Johnny Gill Epic 6587726 (SM) /J9 „ , CARRY ON trt2' ■'Martha Wash RCA 74321125451 (BMG) 
7 rm i believe Network NWKT63(P) 09 rgg COULD IT BE MAGIC TakeThat RCA 74321123131 (BMG) yj q „ , JUST WANNA KNOW/FE REAL 'W 18 3 Max! Priest/Apache Indian TenTENX 416(F| 
e ; , RUMP SHAKER Wreckx-N-Effect MCA MCST1725 (BMG) qq „ 2 YOUR TOWN ■W" 2 Deacon Blue Columbia 6587866 (SM) nn rR3 I'M stronger now t'i b™*" DennitiveTwo Deconstruction/RCA 74321124731 (BMG) 
9 rfT!1! DIRTY Lemon Interrupt JuniorBoys0wnJB0712(GA/M0l 34Bj3prince&NPG Paisley Park W0147TP(W) AC „ a PEOPLE EVERYDAY ^3 Arrested Development Cooltempo12C00L 265(E) 

10 6 2 STEP IT UP lth+B'way12BRW 266(F) qc 19 . MUSIC FOR THE MASSES PART 1 Floor Federation One Off FOFF 003 (RTM/P) 46MsS^Joanna Logic 74321126221 (BMG) 
11 . , LET ME BE YOUR UNDERWEAR Club 69 ffrr FX 204(F) 

TOP 19 ALBUMS 
47 EE] REDEMPTIONSONG > Island 12IS 562(F) 

12 7 , LET ME BE YOUR FANTASY BabyD Production House PNT043L (Self) 48 DH Da0
vd?eeTmHefME Bi g Giant BGTRD 02 (RTM/P/PO) 

1 "l PS1 LIVIN' IN DARKNESS UkJ L±ai TopBuzz E Jasement BRSS 013 (Self) 1 1 la Lobo^ssene Eflqrna track x(ep) SHOI WiU Sheep On Drugs Transglobal TRAN 9T (P) 
14 5 2SO CLOSE A&M AMY 0101 (F) Q 2 , THE PREDATOR (auRRI P W7/RRCA MSMFl -GTilso 2 BOY SCiU Kelsey Slrii :tly Rhythm SR12117 (Import) 
15 BSl HOLD back the night 1 J IWM KWS feat The Trammps Network NWKT 65 (P) 2 , 2 NEW JACK SWING MASTERCUTS 2 § C-a „ 2 GOTTA WORK ^ " Robert Owens Freetown Inc. FTI10T (RTM/P) 
16 BACK AGAIN Base SUBBASE 16 (SRO) 3 3 2 HARD OR SMOOTH ^ k 10566/MCAC1566 (BMG) 52 033 Network NWKT 64 (P) 
17 , , LIONROCK Lionrock Deconstruction/RCA 74321124381 (BMG1 n , , EXPERIENCE "T 0 THp PrnHinw Kl Rprnrriinr icxi i piio/xi Mcnoiwi cq 33 , WOULD 1 LIE TO YOU? ^ Charles & Eddie Capitol 12CL 673 (El 
19 , OUT OF SPACE <L Recordings XLT 35 (W) C , 2 FANTAZIA - THE FIRST TASTE J Varinns Fantaria FANTA 001/ (APT) K/l m IF 1 EVER FALL IN LOVE Ot»IMMShai MCA MCST 1727 (BMG) 
19 Iffil BECAUSE THE NIGHT Co.Ro featuring Tarlisa ZYX ZYX 682212 (BMG) g , „ WHAT'S THE 411? 1 infnwn 1IPT Iflfifil/- tFl 55 « '» NR!L THE FURY EP 

Chill TUV 25 (RTM/P) 
9n CS3 broken wings £.U liJiH Network Chrysalis 12CHS 3923(E) T , ..3 YEARS, 5 MONTHS AND 2 DAYS.. f 3 " Arrectprt nevelnnmBnt Cnnllemnn CTI P 2a/ZCTLP 28IEI 90 3J 3 BODY FUSION XL Recordings XLT 37 (W) 
21 rm perfect day Visions Of Shiva Faze 2 12FAZE 12 (P) Q Wim BOSS DRUM U HlaTheRhamen Dne Little In dian TPLP 42/TPLP 42C IP) £7 55 3 PEOPLE ■J1' Capone Strk :tly Rhythm SR 12118 (Import) 
22 ^3 ^/al-s-E Network NWKT 59 (P) q ra duophonic f 1 1 Charles & Eddie Capitol ESTU 2186/TCESTU 2186 (El KQ 35 3 REMINISCE Mary J Bilge MCA(USAIUPT12525(lmportl 
9"? CSI inside that i cried £.0 Bfc&i CeCePeniston A&MAMy0121 (F| 10.. 2 SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY lU10 2 P3,is Scarface SCR0071001 59 ES] OAZE OF REALITY Kickin KICK 25 (SRD) 
24 8 2 PURITY Cowboy RODE012 (RE/P) 11 ^VeVn7-7FMaCVPete fifl 21 3 WHO CAN MAKE ME FEEL GOOD? Bassheads Deconstruction/EMI 12R6326(EI 

u, ■.oomijw's tAyf, 

NINO 
WORLD CHAMPION/REVELATION/REALITY PNTO45 

RELEASED DECEMBER 14 
A HAPPY CHRISTMAS FROM PRODUCTION HOUSE RECORDS 

AND LOOK OUT FOR: THE HOUSE CREW IN JAN 1993 
081 968 8870 
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AD FOCUS EXPOSURE 
Arrested Development's Three Years. Five Months... is the focus of a 1 Energy Rush II. a compilation of chart and dance hits from Dino, will 
run until Christmas. The campaign Genesis Live - The Way We Walk Vol I gets national TV exposure from 
Bach's Christmas Oratorio, 

music label Dos Alle Werk, will bo press advertised in Classic CD and Gramophone and supported with in- 
The Very Best Of Shirley Bassey. a collection of 22 hits from 

campaign which runs through until 
Cher's Greatest Hits will be TV advertised in the HTV and Anglia 

MCA's co-op campaign with HMV. MCA solus TV ads follow in the Tyne Tees, Border and Grampian regions. Christmas Love Songs, Arcade's compilation of seasonal favourites from artists such as Nat King Cole, Bing Crosby and Doris Day, will be 1 TV advertised nationally from next 

||| 
Jk '5 m- which will run until ehristmas" Greatest Hits of 92, a chart hits compilation, will be TV advertised nationally by Telstar next week and will also be promoted on Capital FM I and Gold, Southern Radio and on radio stations in Scotland, the Midlands and Southern Radio. Annie Lennox's Diva will be re- promoted by BMG/RCA with a TV campaign in the London area for one 

Madonna s^Erotica, Prince's Symbol and RElVTs Automatic For The People will be TV-adverlised in a 
in the LWT and Thames regions between December 16 and 19. The ad is a WEA and Tower Records, co-op Des O'Connor's Portrait will be TV 
Granada region as part of the 

Easi West has opted to launch Teen idol Marky 
heavyweight publicity he is getting in the UK. The teen idol has already made the front covers of The Face. Sky Magazine. Smash Hits and Big and is due to appear on The Word, Going Live. Access All Areas and yesterday (Sunday) 
He can also be seen sporting Calvin Klein underware in imported US magazines. East West's campaign will include in-store displays with Our Price which is giving the album plenty 

Record label: Interscope (Bast West US) Media agency BMP 
Product manager. Mark Conway 

Fire is the subject of a Telstar national TV campaign which runs until Christmas. It will also be promoted on Capital FM and Gold, Radio Scotland, Midlands Radio and 

in Big and Just Seventeen. 

the HTV region, er When, The Hit Label's ulation, will be TV in the Central. Granada, ons and on the UK Gold 
items, Telstar's i of chart and dance hits, le to be nationally TV 

STUDIO UPDATE 

BILLY IDOL album WENDY JAMES single ma JETHROTULL mixes KAOS single KEROSENE EP 
ALISON MOYET tracks VAN MORRISON album PRIMAL SCREAM album 
THE POPPIES mix 
ROD STEWART album 

LONDON (New York! Lorie Harbough DEDICATED DougD'Arcy POLYDOR Doug D'Arcy 
SOUNOCAKES Doug D'Arcy COG SINISTER Mark E. Smith RCA NickRaymonde HALLOWED HALL Brian Doyle CHRYSALIS (NY) FranMusso MCA Jeff Young 
ARISTA DEAD DEAD GOOD NUDE COLUMBIA 
CREATION 
WEA 
WEA PLAYTIME HUT Source: ERA 

Simon Cowell 
Saul Galpern 

STUDIO PRODUCER SARM WEST (London) Gregg Jackman SARM WEST (London) Julian Mendelsohn OUTSIDE (Reading) Julian Mendelsohn SMARTS (Wisconsin. US) Butch Vig/Steve Markei KONK (London) Pascal Gabriel PRIVATE STUDIO 
LIVINGSTON (London) Doug D'ArcyAed Page MATRIX (London) Simon Rogers SOUTHLANDS (London) lanLevme BAHERY (London) MikePeden PRIVATE STUDIO Robin Hancock TOWNHOUSE (London) Simon Vinestock BRITANNIA ROW (London) Ian Taylor SOUTHLANDS (London) Ian Levine RIDGE FARM (Surrey) George Shilling BURLINGTON RO (London) Andy Richards MAYFAIR (London) Ian Broudie THE PUNT (San Francisco) MickGlossop ROUNDHOUSE (London) Jimmy Miller/Hugo 
SARM WEST (London) Gregg Jackman THE HIT FACTORY (London) Chris Kimsey SARM WEST (London) Trevor Horn SOUNDTRACKS (Man) Steve Power REAL WORLD (Wiltshire) JohnLeckie 

Friday Night With Wogan, Friday December 11, BBCl: 10.20-11pm The name may be the same, but the musical philosophy behind Wogan's Fnday night slot differs substantially from its long-running predecessor, saj executive producer Peter Estall. "For the first time we're controlling what 
became evident in October when then unknowns Charles & Eddie appeared on the show even though they hadn't released a UK single. Other artists 
Richard, Michael Bolton, Shai, Trey Lorenz and tonight's guest, Celine Dion (above). Placing the emphasis on what he calls "quality music", Estall takes care to ensure that performers complement the other guests . So it made ser to book Eddie Murphy with Boyz II Men who contributed to the soundtrack i 
Friday Night With Wogan pulls in what Estall calls an "unusually high" proportion of 16 to 24-year-olds. Deirdre Moran, senior TV promotions manager at Epic, says the programme gets results. "After Trey Lorenz performed in October a lot of radio producers and media people started 
MONDAY DECEMBER 7 
Dance Energy House Party featuring Lisa Stansfield who performs her Onew single, Someday (I'm Coming Back) taken from The Bodyguard soundtrack, BBC2: 6.50-7.30pni Mark Goodieris Evening Session featuring Suede and Family Cat. Radio 
m onc:7-9pm 

TUESDAY DECEMBER 8  
Earshot featuring an interview wf i*""-*! about their work with Pr KSa midnight 
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 9 

O ITV; S"9PmK 

cer:
r^oJ:h35!:

bblc 

THURSDAY DECEMBER 10  
Later, featuring Morrissey, Chris Rea and Tori Amos. BBC2:11.15pm- 
012-30am 

FRIDAY DECEMBER 11  
Friday Night With Wogan, BBCl: 10.20-llpm (see Pick of the V 
o SATURDAY DECEMBER 12  

□rtu 
Saturday Night Live featuring Morrissey, BBC2: 1 
o 
'or SUNDAY DECEMBER 13 
The O Zone 
a 

>y George, BBC2:1 
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MARKET PREVIEW 

Alien3 (Acclaim Sega Game Gear 81048 ,£27.99). The Alien logo is always a crowd- puller, and this should really prove to be no different from the pack, especially as it's been released by one of the most marketing-conscious game publishers. However, the game that's been chosen to fit the title is only a little better than competent, so don't expect this to fly off the shelves, rjjj 
Terminator 2 (Amiga Sega Mega Drive 81156 £39.99). Acclaim has left it very close to Christ-mas to publish this one, but when you consider whose face is on the packaging, it shouldn't really have too great an effect on what will undoubtedly be a strong long-term seller. For a change, the game is as good as the licence, packaging and marketing — and the kids will already know this through some very strong consumer editorial — so stock in depth, safe in the knowledge that, for once, Arnie won't be back.gjjgs 
Act Raiser (Acclaim Super Nintendo 00003 £49.99). Although Act Raiser is a huge and well-crafted action game, featuring sword-based gameplay in a variety of styles (side-on scrolling, top down and so on, varying from level to level), and although this is still one of the few games available for the 16-bit Nintendo console, its sales performance may be harmed by the fact that's it's been available on import for some time now. In other words, Nintendo's official release may have missed its own boat. 
The Simpsons - Bart vs the Space Mutants (Acclaim Sega Game Gear 81018 £27.99).The first of two Simpsons-related games released this week, Space Mutants has already been a huge hit on the eight-bit Nintendo system — although that was some time ago. In truth, the game is a rather dull affair, but the cheeky brat's yellow face on the packaging may be strong enough to make the public disregard this small gripe. 22 
Krusty's Super Fun House (Acclaim Sega Mega Drive 81036 £39.99). An unusual release in two ways: firstly, 
of the lesser Simpsons characters and secondly, because the game itself is an unusual "puzzley", almost cerebal, affair. A strong marketing push by Acclaim, including posters and other POS, should help to promote this one, but 1 have a strange feeling that Krusty's Super Fun House may never quite roach the audience which it deserves.22 

22 

from New Zealand bristle with chorus-laden pop. Play it in- 1 effect .rna 

Term 
Lotus Turbo Challenge (Electronic Arts Sega Mega Drive 0042 £39.99). A huge hit on its original release as a Commodore Amiga game, this officially Lotus-endorsed racing game should be a steady seller — not because of any great innovation or quality, but because it works so well as a two-player game. Push this aspect and you may even pick up a few sales in extra joypads too.jj 
Super Mario Kart (Super Nintendo 83014 £39.99). Being only the second Super Nintendo game to feature Nintendo's loveable plumber (alongside many of his chums, including Yoshi and Donkey Kong), this one or two-player racing game would be a sure- fire hit, even if it wasn't up to very much. However, this is actually a hugely enjoyable romp which has taken the press by storm. Cairan Brennan 

Beyond (Atlantic 7567-83999-2). 
old, containing tracks that newly reunited Foreigner founders Lou Gramm and Mick Jones were working on but, presumably, which hadn't percolated through to Warner UK when the company launched the band's Greatest Hits ajbum as recently as May. That album sold only moderately well, and will doubtless have an adverse effect on this one. Among the new songs are Prisoner Of Love (a sort of latterday Urgent) and the ballad With Heaven On Our Side, as well as the hits I Want To Know What Love Is. Hot Blooded etal. Caution advised, gg 
THE LEM0NHEADS: It's A Shame About Ray (Atlantic 7567-824600-2), Hot on the heels of the band's first bona fide hit single comes this repackage of their critically acclaimed album, now including Mrs Robinson. The band's mastery of 

VERVE: The Verve EP (HUTUS 1). Just out, but worth noting because this album-length US compilation hasn't been pre-sold or promoted, but only released to stop fans paying import prices. Verve have just come off the Black Crowes tour) so demand could be higher than anticipated. [||| 
THE AUTEURS: Showgirl (HUT Hutt 24). Much praised by Suede, The Auteurs offer equally suave pop, but more in the subtle style of The Only Ones and The Go-Betweens. But rest assured, songwriter/guitarist Luke Haines is his own man, as February's excellent debut album will illustrate, cgj 
THIEVES: Through The Door (NURSERY 12NYS011). Heralded by the 
Thieves have taken their time 

debut single on the new Nursery label (through APT). The wait has paid dividends, as Through 
imagine a young A) Gre fronting The Cocteau Twins. Worthy of daytime radio. ]33| 
HUGGY BEAR: Kiss Curl For The Kid's Lib Guerrilla EP (WHIJA WIJ0X8V). One of the names to watch for in 1993, if only for punk/feminist attitude rather than accomplished songwriting. Still, their second EP's mix of discordant guitars, fractious pop and boy/girl vocals has all the abrasion and direction necessary, and there is something refreshing to their punky-pop action.ma 
THE BATS: Completely (FLYING NUN FNCD 143). They may have recently crept .in and out of the country, and won't sell by the bucketload but this smalfand perfectly formed guitar-pop quartet 

MAINSTREAM—ALBUMS 

Lemonheads: bountiful 
the short song format is delightful, their humorous lyrics bountiful and their potential considerable. The 

VOLUME 5 (World's End V5CD). This popular A5-sized CD/magazine is getting better with each issue. Spear- heading this fifth volume of new recordings, remixes and live tracks is the Cocteau Twins' first recording for two years, a seasonal rendition of Frosty The Snowman, with back up from The Orb, Happy Mondays, L7, Wedding Pres- ent and Morrissey among 16 others. Expect back issues to be in demand, too. Special low dealer price (£5.55) on initial UK retail pre-orders only, with full music press campaign. tim Martin Aston 

VARIOUS ARTISTS: Reac- tivate 6 - Trance Europe (React Music REACT15). This latest quality com- pilation from the React crew brings together 14 recent continental techno tracks. The majority have previously only been available on import, making it the ideal Christmas gift for the more discerning techno-head. HW 
YOLANDA REYNOLDS: Children of The World (Happy/Network NWKT66). Licensed from Detroit's Happy label. Children Of The World is a catchy, uplifting soulful house tune. The flipside is 

22^3 Guaranteed banker laaiim Should do well waj Worth a punt 
i£Fl Only for the brave rj S0R only 

OTIS REDDING: Dock Of The Bay- The Definitive Collection (Atlantic 9548317082). A new compilation, and 

the centrepiece of a re-promotion of Redding's catalogue, which sees no fewer than nine other albums released simultaneously, some of them on CD (or the list time. TV support and press advertising should make awareness high. 223 
NIRVANA: lncesticide(DGCGEF 24504).ThB platinum album Nevermind has been on the chart for over a year and has sold upwards of 500,000 copies, so any release bearing Nirvana's name is good news. But this is not the album you may have hoped for. Though some tracks were previously unavailable, none is newly-recorded, the 15 tracks here being licensed from the C2, K and SubPop labels and from the BBC, with a couple of demos to bring it up to size. Beeb sessions yielded six tracks, including a cover of Oevos Turnaround. The album also includes the single Sliver, which was released a couple of weeks ago. Likely to chart brieRy, but strongly: 

Nevermind will still be there when Incesticide has long gone.l^ 

VARIOUS: Hilsville USA—The Motown Singles Collection 1959- 1971 (Motown 530129/2). This contains tour CDs, 104 songs, all digitally remastered, 36 artists, and r 68 page booklet. This strong collection stands as a towering tribute to the Motown label, though (sadly) UK success may be less than it deserves, partly because artists like the Supremes are represented by fewer tracks than expected, allowing rare outings from the likes of Shorty Long and Rare Earth, Highlights include Diana Ross's Ain't No Mountain High Enough, the Jackson 5's I'll Be There, Smokey Robinson's Tears Of A Clown, Stevie Wonder's Signed Sealed Delivere I'm Years, Edwin Starr's War and the Temptations' Ball Of Confusion — and that's just a fraction of their 1970 hits-M Alan Jones 
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FEATURE 

Have we lost! 
With Sonic 2 set to 
net more cash than 
Simply Red this 
year, some fear the 
music industry may 
be ousted in the 
affections of 
consumers by the 
computer games 
sales boom. But 
Selina Webb argues 
that, for record 
companies, there's 
the prospect of gold 
in the rush to buy 
Gameboys 

If any music retailers are cracking open the champagne on s Eve, they may 
computer graphic called Sonic. The second game to feature Sega's blue hedgehog went on sale two weeks ago — on Sonic 2's Day, as the marketing spiel dubbed it — and triggered the sort of media hype once reserved for the launch of a big album...and the sort of sales. Having shipped 750,000 units selling at up to £40 apiece at retail, Sonic 2 looks set to take more cash in six weeks than Simply Red's Stars has 

"It's a while since we've seen that sort of buzz about a music product," says Simon Burke who, as managing director of Virgin Retail and its offshoot Virgin Games centres, has watched the computer games market bounce back from its post-Sinclair Spectrum doldrums of the raid- 
Today, according to BPI e the games software business is worth over £620m a year at retail — half the e of the entire pre-recorded music arket. Tt only the hedgehog which is shifting the big units. "People are fighting each other to get their hands on Streetfighter II — at £65 a time," says Burke, "We sold out of our initial allocation in 24 hours." Of course this clamour for games is good news for those music retailers already in on the act. Mike Hayes, marketing director for Nintendo's UK distributor, Bandai, estimates that around 5% of its games are now sold through music specialists. While margins on computer games — at around 21% — are not in themselves enticing (see box), games are selling when little else is. HMV, like Our Price, only recently started stocking software as an experiment. It has just revamped its 1,200 sq ft Oxford Circus games department in anticipation of bumper pre-Christmas sales. The 1,000 sq ft games department at its new f Liverpool store is also, according to the chain's computer games manager Gerry Berkley, doing "tremendously". 

uistributors, already repositioned as home entertainment distributors to cater for the sell through boom, have managed to successfully slot games into their business: Terry Blood Distribution has sold games hardware and software to independent retailers for eight years; PolyGram anticipates good results from its first Christmas distributing Acclaim software; and Pinnacle has high hopes of Pinnacle Software, the games offshoot it launched in September. On the face of it, however, the games boom offers little comfort for record companies. While few in the industry share the 

Glued to the screen : Son ic the hedgehog and Mario the plumber may be games characters 
SOilC'S TONIC YET TO SPARKLE F0 

For indie retailer Bob Barnes, stocking computer games just isn't worth the hassle. "I've looked into it, but I couldn't get a decent margin," he says, Barnes, who owns the seven-store Music Junction chain in the Midlands, has opted instead to replace his disused vinyl racks with more profitable merchandise such as T-shirts. And he is not alone. For many indies, the erratic supply, tight margins and alien sales patterns of the games market do not sit easily within their business."Games have all the problems of the music retail business, such as faulty returns, deliveries and packaging, plus quite a few extra ones," says Virgin Retail MB Simon 
In his role as chairman of Bard, Burke last week made contact with the games industry's equivalent of the BPI, the European Leisure Software Publishers Association (ELSPA), as a first step towards addressing some of the problems. Problems, he says, such as the difficulty of getting key titles on the day they are released: initial high demand which rarely turns into steady back catalogue sales; and the flourishing trade in so-called "grey" imports which are not quite compatible with UK 

and (Nintendo's UK distributor) Bandai, but if you don't you'll find people selling them down the road alongside £10 adaptors," Successful games retailing demands a high level of expertise from shop staff, both when it comes to knowing exactly what to order and 
what type of hardware they're buying for. 'Trying to anticipate all that is hard enough if you're a multiple, near impossible if you're an indie." says Burke. But difficulties and risks aside, as the multiples have demonstrated, games are currently generating the sort of sales which can make the difference between agoodanda bad Christmas. And that's what's templing 

Typically dealers could buy copies of Sonic 2 at a dealer price of £19,14 and would then sell them at the £29.99 price point for the Sega Master System. Once VAT is taken into account, that's only a margin of a little over 21%. But every Sonic 2 sold represents an extra £6,38 in a retailer's pocket, at least twice as i as they could expect to make on a (ull- ceCD. The supply problems can only improve as music distributors such as Pinnacle, which is used to dealing with small individual shops, get involved. Peter Sleeman, managing 
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hese 

INDIE RETAILERS 

kids forever? 

director of the fledgling Pinnacle Software 
music distributor like Pinnacle is well suited to handling games. He anticipates more and more indies taking the plunge, particularly when CD becomes the dominant format.'Then all the things that the music retail trade is good at will come into their awn," he says. And. he says, it helps that Pinnacle speaks 
can ring up if they need advice—we're here to help," he adds. So far, the games companies themselves aren't actively pushing to get their products into independent record outlets. At Bandai, marketing director Mike Hayes says he has been impressed with the performance of the specialist multiples such as Our Price and HMV. "We believe their ranging and presentation and synergy in the market is very good," he says. But he's not actively seeking to expand that base. "We 

But if, as Sleeman predicts, specialist music outlets start to take over from the multiples, electrical goods and toy shops which currently take the lions' share of the games business, then the indies may well find themselves in 
MUSIC WEEK 12 DECMBER1992 

ew that games are poised to take 'er from pop music as the number te cultural influence on teenagers, it's hard to imagine that they have had no affect at sic sales. As i Burke says, you can't , get a half a billion pound market out of nowhere. The equation is, however, too complex for there to be any hard evidence either way. At HMV Gerry Berkley says games sales have been purely incremental, adding around 10% in value on top of music and video. But down the line that situation may change. Games are certainly competing with pop stars for the attention of children and teenagers — the CD buyers of the future. Viewing figures for television's two computer games programmes outstrip those for all but the number one music show, Top Of The Pops. Yorkshire TVs Bad Influence regularly attracts more than four million viewers — 43%, surprisingly, are female — while well over 2m tune in to Channel Four's Gamesmaster. Where once playground rivalry may have centred on Madonna versus Michael Jackson, now many heated discussions are likely to be about whether Sonic or Nintendo's moustachioed plumber Mario is best. Most observers assume that the "faddy" and volatile console market 
booming level. But there is every confidence that the electronic games market as a whole, driven as it is by constant changes in technology, is 

Certainly the games manufacturers have considerable marketing muscle. MEAL figures suggest that Sega and Nintendo's advertising spends for 1992 will top a staggering £15m each, while even the biggest record companies are unlikely to have spent more than £6m this year on advertising. It's hard to see how a record industry already hard pressed by can hope to compete. Which is why, at all the major labels, senior executives are finding out the difference between a "shoot 'em up" and a "platform caper". And quite a few of them are lining up to have lunch with people like Philip Ley, marketing director for Sega Europe. "There are lots of creative avenues that we are talking to record companies about," says Ley, who — although not as tight-lipped as some — is typically secretive about just who he's planning to walk down those 
The record industry has long recognised that advances in technology would provide new platforms for the use of its music. But until recently only the most forward- thinking had done much about it. Rhythm King managing director Martin Heath is a director of Renegade, a games company which in the past two years has broken ground, both by giving a strong media profile 

to its programmers, The Bitmap Brothers, and by working closely with recording artists such as Tim Simenon on the soundtracks for its computer games. Sensible Soccer, the game it developed with Captain Sensible, has spent much of the year atop the combined format games chart. Renegade's new game, The Chaos Theory, has a soundtrack performed by Joi, and it has just tied up a deal with The Orb to write the music for a Fire & Ice game called Uridium II. The latter deal was tied up by marketing specialists Cocks Randel which is planning similar tie-ups for I Arista artists. Renegade does, however, operate primarily in the more low-key PC market which has demonstrated steady but unspectacular growth — "Which is why we can afford to play around creatively with musicians," says MD Tom Watson. The current console- led boom, along with its associated chart hits by Dr Spin, The Ambassadors Of Funk and HWA, has brought the whole phenomenon into the mainstream. And the games companies operating at this level have already demonstrated that they need 
Mike Hayes says some of Nintendo's own research focuses on matching people's favourite pop stars with the games they might like, and acknowledges that for its Streetfighter II ad it commissioned a "KLF- sounding" track. "It makes it more credible, and more fashionable," he 
But the most exciting developments are only likely to surface as multi- media hardware such as Sega's Mega CD — due for launch in the UK in March — becomes mass market. The ability of such machines to play audio CDs as well as games will undoubtedly increase the penetration of CD-owning households in the UK from its current 35% level, offering a significant opportunity for the music business to reach new households. But crucially, the new CD format — like CD-I which many see as the ultimate entertainment platform for the future — will offer a far superior soundtrack to the limited bleeping available with much of the current technology. "The prospect of working with the record industry is one of the most exciting avenues for Mega CD," says Philip Ley. "It's a natural fit." One of the first games available with the new hardware is in fact an American-made Make Your Own Pop Video package featuring such artists as INXS and Kriss Kross. Meanwhile games publisher Elite — the company which followed the record companies' lead in making 
f publishers about possible collaborations. And, perhaps most intriguing of all, one EMI Records act is in "fairly advanced" talks with 

one of the leading games manufacturers about a game based entirely around them. As such collaborations become commonplace, a priority for the record industry must be to negotiate a fair price for the use of its music. In the short term, a slot on a high-profile game soundtrack might seem like useful promotion, but ultimately it could represent far more fundamental earnings. There is clearly a lot of _^5sg5> money at stake, particularly Kfij ff/n when considering the huge V* investment which will be K j VJ ploughed into such games. 
hiy Itis Ukely to run into JKl hundreds of thousands of pounds for each new title. A key player in one deal currently being negotiated concedes there have been some difficulties in finding common ground. "Basically it's been a case of two large companies in the entertainment business gently exposing their practices and margins to each other," he says. "We're just getting around to royalties and PPL." The record industry's rights collection agencies are watching the developments with keen eyes. At MCPS, general licensing controller Mark Isherwood says the main thrust of the society's effort is in planning for the new era of multi-media machines. "We've had the odd £1,000 here and there for the odd use for a game, but it's not an area where we actually seek the business or I admit police," he says. "But when it comes to other multi-media product we've had an awful lot of enquiries. We are looking to put in place a scheme that will apply to everybody." Few in the record industry would share the view of Roger Bennett, general secretary of the European Leisure Software Producers' Association (ELPSA), that as the new technologies develop, music will become marginalised. "Music per se in terms of a market place is changing," he says. "Consumers are becoming 

for itself except in cult terms." While the industry is certainly recognising that all kinds of home entertainment are increasingly converging, it has not its belief that nothing can replace lost 
"The challenge that we as the music business face is to make sure that music is as exciting as the other other technologies," says BMG chairman John Preston. It's worth remembering that the record industry faced similar agonies about its future when the home video market began taking off in the Eighties. With a shrewd mix of investment in the ne keep the attention of its market, it won that battle. Sonic the hedgehog and Mario the Italian plumber may have the lure of a pied piper, but there's no reason why they should call the tune. 
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DOOLEY'S DIARY 
Remember where you heard it: 
MW columnist JK found an interesting conversation partner 
when he went to Broadcasting House 
to attend Radio One vet Stuart Grundy's leaving bash last week. 
Coming out of the lift he spotted the 
equally outgoing DG Michael Checkland and proceeded to give 
him an earful about the future of 
the station...Arista's Diana Graham is destined to be hero or 
villain at Christmas, after 
dissuading one member of staff from 
wagering £10,000 on Whitney to be 
one and WWF to be two at 
Christmas, in a bid to pay off his 
mortgage... One set of odds definitely 
not worth a flutter on at Ladbrokes, 
is the 16-1 offered last week for Paul 
McCartney to be the Christmas 
number one. His new single Hope 
Of Deliverance isn't released until 
December 29...Chris Wright almost 
choked on his in-flight meal on a trip 
back from the States two weekends 
ago when he read the Sunday Times 
story about the foiled IRA bomb 
attack on the 1983 Prince's Trust 
Gala concert. As then BPI chairman 
he was of course in the royal box at 
the time...Not only that, he was only 
seconds away from being a victim of 
the IRA bomb which blew up 

alien last week to mark general ms' 35th birthday and the success of Snap's Rhythm Is A Dancer, which is the highest selling single of the year with some 690,000 copies shifted so far. Sadly for the group they face fierce competition from a late challenger. Luckily for Arista the artist in question is the label's hottest US star Whitney Houston, whose current number one I Will Always Love You has already shipped 520,000. Pictured left to right are acting head of press Judith Wealerton, strikeforce manager Derek O'Brien, chairman John Preston, managing director Diana Graham, national radio promo- tions executive Laura Labadia. director of promotions Richard Evans, product manager Clare Dowds and birthday boy Williams. 

It's official: the Hammersmith Odeon is no more. Ve director Chris Reed (right) looks surprisingly happy t larman Dave Turton dismantle a bit of history, but-as he points out- the occasion, which follows Apollo Leisure's purchase of the site from Rank earlier in the year, is a rebirth rather than a death. Quite how long it will take the reception staff ("Hello Hammersmith 0..., sr, Apollo," it all in 

Selfridges around the same period 
(Chrysalis' office was right next door) 
and was only kept away from a trip 
to Manchester last Thursday, the day 
the bombers struck again, by a 
cold...Virgin Radio programme 
controller Andrew Marshall's 
comments last week about not 
wanting "tired old DJs from the 
Sixties pirate stations" found its 
mark. One jock who clearly took the 
jibe personally responded: "Who'd 
want to work for a tired old Virgin 
anyway?" No, it wasn't Smash or 
Nicey...Staff at EastWest were 
happy bunnies last week as their 
ingenious television ad for Simply 
Red's Stars and a TOTP appearance 
seemed set to ensure a Top 10 slot for 
the album - again...Plugger Phil 
Smith would like everyone to know 
that he is working on four singles in 
the 40 at the moment by Undercover, 
Boney M, WWF and HWA 
respectively...Sean Cooney awaits 
calls on 081-650 3577 following his 
departure from his post as head of 
radio promotions at 
Epic...Bournemouth retailer Nigel 
Brewer's motives for complaining 
about the unfair promotion of the 
Fastrack service on his local radio 
station are, on the face of it, plain 
enough. But anyone familiar with 
his Trax store will know why the 
new Kingfisher-owned mail order 
service enraged him so - he is just 

four doors away from a 
Woolies...ITVA lawyer Kathryn 
Fulton admits to lying when she 
said she had not heard a thing from 
VPL in recent weeks: "They did 
invite me to their Christmas party." 
So will she be sharing a mince pie 
or two with Roger Drage and co? 
"Unfortunately I have other 
commitments that night," she 
says...Sad to hear that among the 
senior staff forced out in the cuts at 
Go! Discs are marketing director 
Paul Dowling and international 
director Alan Cowderoy...After 
Steve Mason's 14th label launch, 
indie pioneer Iain McNay would 
like to point out that M.F.F. Records 
- for which Isadora Beech's Falling 
is the first release - is his 26th 
label...Dead Dead Good has split 
with Warner's EastWest Records 
after their deal expired on Thursday 
(December 4)...Well done to Primal 
Scream and The Orb for raising 
£36,000 for miners with their gig at 
the Sheffield Arena a fortnight 
ago...Vinny Jones beware: Cherry 
Red's Adam Velascoe is after your 
hard man title. Having been sent off 
while playing for the label's 5-a-side 
team, the assistant label manager 
suffered the same fate the next 
week and again in a Sunday league 
match to complete the hat trick... 

As if the recent ChanneU TV extravaganza and a Radio 1 FM New Year's Day special weren't enough, U2,s Zoo TV has now taken over Tower's flagship store in London's Piccadilly Circus, or one of its windows at least. Yes, for the next few weeks Christmas shoppers bored of the shops or the Christmas lights will be able to participate in the Zoo TV concept as they themselves are flashed onto a bank of 
lems working out what guns have got to do with Christmas, let i the lopsided TVs lit in. More coy (not to mention cold- 3 to appear on TV can of course go inside and 
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